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CAPE YORK PENINSULA LAND USE STRATEGY 
STAGE I 

PREFACE TO PROJECT REPORTS 

Cape York Peninsula Land Use Strategy (CYPLUS) is an initiative to provide a basis for 
public participation in planning for the ecologically sustainable development of Cape York 
Peninsula. It is jointly funded by the Queensland and Commonwealth Governments and is 
being carried out in three stages: 

Stage I - information gathering; 
Stage TI - development of principles, policies and processes; and 
Stage 111 - implementation and review. 

The project dealt with in this report is a part of Stage I of CYPLUS. The main 
components of Stage I of CYPLUS consist of two data collection programs, the 
development of a Geographic Information System (GIs) and the establishment of processes 
for public participation. 

The data collection and collation work was conducted within two broad programs, the 
Natural Resources Analysis Program (NRAP) and the Land Use Program (LUP). The 
project reported on here forms part of one of these programs. 

The objectives of NRAP were to collect and interpret base data on the natural resources of 
Cape York Peninsula to provide input to: 

evaluation of h e  potential of those resources for a range of activities related to the use 
and management of land in line with economic, environmental and social values; and 
formulation of the land use policies, principles and processes of CYPLUS. 

Projects examining both physical and biological resources were included in NRAP together 
with Geographic Information System (GIs) projects. NRAP projects are listed in the 
following Table. 

Bedrock geological data - digitising and Vegetation mapping (NRO1) 
integration (NR05) 

Airborne geophysical survey (NR15) Marine plant (seagrass/mangrove) distribution 
(NR06) 

Coastal environment geoscience survey Insect fauna survey (NR17) 
(NR14) 

Mineral resource inventory (NR04) Fish fauna survey (NR10) 

Water resource investigation (groundwater) Terrestrial vertebrate fauna survey (NR03) 
(NR16) 

Regolith terrain mapping (NR12) Wetland fauna survey (NR09) 

Land resource inventory (NR02) Flora data and modelling (NR18) 



Environmental region analysis (NR11) Fauna distribution modelling (NR19) 

Physical ResourceIGIS Projects 

CYPLUS data into NRIC database FINDAR Golden-shouldered parrot conservation 
(NR20) management (NR2 1) 

Biological Resource Projects 

Queensland GIs dev2lopment and 
maintenance (NR08) 

* These projects are accumulating and storing all Stage I data that is submitted in GIs compatible formats. 

Research priorities for the LUP were set through the public participation process with the 
objectives of: 
collecting information on a wide range of social, cultural, economic and environmental 

issues relevant to Cape York Peninsula; and 
highlighting interactions between people, land (resource use) and nature sectors. 

Projects were undertaken within these sector areas and are listed in the following Table. 

Population Current land use Surface water resources 

Transport services and Land tenure Fire 
infrastructure 

- - 
Values, needs and aspirations Indigenous management of land Feral and pest animals 

and sea 

Services and infrastructure Pastoral industry Weeds 

Economic assessment Primary industries (non-pastoral, Land degradation and soil 
non-forestry) erosion 

Secondav and tertiary industries Forest resources 

Traditional activities 

Conservation and natural 
heritage assessment 

Commercial and non commercial Conservation and National Park 
fisheries management 

Current administrative structures Mineral resource potential and 
mining industry 

Tourism industry 

As a part of the public participation process, community and other groups associated with 
CYPLUS were invited to review all draft reports. These reviews were designed to correct 
any errors of fact (which were then modified in the final report) and to provide an 
opportunity for people to express their views of the information presented. The comments 
submitted to the CYPLUS process by various community groups and other interested 
persons in regards to this project report are situated within a final attachment to this 
report. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Land Use Program Land Degradation project has evaluated degradation in terms of 
soil erosion and soil salinity hazard. Soil erosion was examined in different ways by the 
Queensland Department of Primary Industries (QDPI) and the Australian Geological 
Survey Organisation (AGSO) with the Bureau of Resource Science (BRS). 

The QDPI study used the data collected under the CYPLUS Natural Resources Analysis 
Program's (JYRAP) Land Resource Inventory Project, NR02. This data was used to 
identify land- where erosion has apparently been accelerated by human activity since 
European occupation and land with potential to develop accelerated erosion under current 
land use. 

The study concluded that water and wind erosion are inherent features of the landscapes 
of Cape York Peninsula in areas such as the Mitchell Landscape, mostly located on 
alluvial plains of the south-west, and the Hodgkinson Landscape, located in the south- 
east. The latter area in particular contains a number of very erodible soils, particularly 
along major rivers, and human activities have increased levels of natural erosion. Past 
land management practices and disturbances of these soils via stock trampling or 
construction of roads has led to greatly increased levels of soil loss, and some areas of 
serious erosion have developed as a result. 

The inherently unstable nature of most of the soils associated with the Hodgkinson 
Formation requires that land management planners formulate a landscape-based approach 
to prevent both on-site and off-site effects of accelerated erosion. 

The clay soils of the south-western alluvial plains are naturally subject to sheet and rill 
erosion. The relatively flat nature of the landscape decreases the potential for erosion, 
but land use planning should take into account the erodibility of the soils, particularly 
with respect to watering points. 

The AGSOIBRS erosion study used the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) to predict 
soil losses from water erosion. The USLE is an empirical relationship developed in the 
United States of America to relate average annual soil loss to soil erodibility, slope 
length, slope steepness, cultivation method and vegetation cover. Inputs for the predictive 
equation came from the NR12 and NR02 projects, national maps predicting rainfall 
intensity and a national vegetation map cover. 

The study resulted in a map of water erosion hazard for Cape York Peninsula (CYP). In 
general there is a gradient from high along the east coast to low along the west coast. 
This reflects the gradient of amount and intensity of rainfall, which is superimposed on 
other factors. The erosion hazard for most of the CYPLUS area is in the range very low 
to low, mainly because of the high permeability of the sandy soils which reduces the 
amount and rate of runoff. Additional factors are the generally low slope angles of the 
plains and rises that make up most of the area, and the woodland vegetation which 
reduces the erosivity of the high intensity rain which is characteristic of the seasonally 
wet tropics. The difference between very low and low potential soil loss appears to be 
related to slope angle and to surface soil texture. 



The use of the USLE can be extended beyond its present application for assessing erosion 
hazard under present land conditions. For example, the technique could be used to 
evaluate and compare different land uses and management options in the region, because 
of its ability to make recommendations on ways to reduce erosion by changing land and 
crop management practices. This process of evaluation is critical for CYP where most 
soils have a low erodibility when undisturbed, but are highly susceptible to erosion under 
inappropriate management. Therefore, the prediction of a high water erosion hazard for 
an area does not preclude a particular land use. Rather, it indicates that a particular type 
and level of management is required for the sustainable use of the land. 

Naturally occumng salinity and salinity hazard have been assessed by QDPI from the 
NR02 data. Naturally saline soils were identified from field and laboratory measurements 
and their distribution mapped. Areas of salinity hazard are those where changes to the 
soil's hydrological regime, such as those caused by clearing, may cause parts of the 
landscape to become salinised. Landscapes containing appreciable near surface salt levels 
were identified and associated soils and their distribution examined. However, more 
detailed study will be needed if the extent of the hazard is to be accurately defined. 

Current information suggests that salinity hazard on Cape York Peninsula is restricted to 
the soils and/or sediments associated with the Rolling Downs Group and the Hodgkinson 
Formation. Significant areas of naturally saline soils are present on the coastline of the 
Peninsula, particularly in the central and south-west. 

Soils associated with the Rolling Downs Group contain low levels of salts and have 
significant potential for man-made development. Unplanted development, including tree 
clearing anlor irrigation, could result in hydrological imbalance and mobilisation of salts 
held in the near surface sediments. Many of the soils formed on the Hodgkinson 
formation contain appreciable salt levels at depth. While this area is less likely to be 
intensively developed, unplanned tree clearing or irrigation may result in the mobilisation 
of these salts contained in the subsoils. 

Some key issues for managing salinity in landscapes on the Peninsula are: 

* Development of a better understanding of soil/geological relationships, and the 
source, nature and mobility of the salts in key areas 

* Development of a better understanding of the hydrological balance within the 
landscape 

* Utilisation of tree clearing guidelines 

* Preparation of strategies for managing irrigation, in particular the removal of 
excess water by de-watering, drainage or other methods 

Maps showing the areas described in this summary can be found at the end of each part 
of this report. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Soil erosion caused by the action of water and wind is a natural process, but can be 

accelerated by human activities. Excessive soil erosion is an important land degradation 

issue, not only in terms of on-site loss of the soil resource itself, but also in relation to 

off-site effects such as changes in water quality and habitat integrity. This paper 

discusses the nature and risk of erosion with respect to Cape York Peninsula. 

The NR02 soil survey was not a specific purpose erosion study and hence did not 

attempt to make a comprehensive assessment of erosion status across the Peninsula. 

The NR02 survey was primarily a soil mapping and agricultural suitability assessment 

exercise to supply land use planning information at a regional scale. With respect to 

erosion, NR02 is able to provide: 

a ranking of soil types in terms of their inherent potential to erode, 

an assessment of current erosion status, which is confined to lands through 

. - which traverses took place, and at which site information was collected at 

pre-determined points where soil profiles were described, 

indicative assessments of the degree of accelerated erosion for those areas 

where erosion was observed. 

Distinguishing between natural and accelerated erosion in any study of erosion status 

is usually difficult. In specific purpose erosion assessment studies across large areas, 

conclusive information can be obtained on the extent of erosion but not on the relative 

amounts of natural and accelerated erosion. This is particularly so in the extensive, low 

intensity grazing lands of CYP where varying climatic influences prevail. 



2.0 THE NATURE OF EROSION IN THE CONTEXT OF CYP 

2.1 Natural processes 

Erosion, both natural and accelerated takes a number of forms, as listed below: 

erosion of soil by wind, 

- erosion of soil by rainfall or running water, 

mass movement, i.e landslides and slips, 

riverine erosion, and 

marine or foreshore erosion. 

Of these, large scale mass movement and marine erosion are not deemed to be of major 

significance on CYP and will not be discussed any further. 

2.1.1 Factors affecting erosion 

For any given intensity or duration of either rainfall or wind, soil erosion is a function of 
* 

surface cover 

land slope (in relation to water erosion) ' 

the soil's mechanical strength 

Surface cover such as that provided by grasses and trees not only helps to bind the soil and 

hence increase its resistance to the power of water or wind, but also dissipates the erosive 

power of these elements. 

Soil erodibility increases with land slope because water travelling downslope gains 

velocity and hence erosive power. 

Soils vary in their mechanical strength - the abiity of individual particles to resist being 

moved by wind or water. For surface soils, this strength is essentially a function of particle 

siie (clay, siit and sand composition), organic matter level and moisture content. Chemical 

properties also play a role, particularly in the sub-soil where high levels of sodium or 



magnesium attached to clay particles can cause soils to disperse or disintegrate when in 

contact with water. 

CYP includes soils that have poor physical ( h e  sands and silts) and chemical 

characteristics (high sodium andlor magnesium levels). There are also s imcant  areas of 

steep land. These features in relation to particular CYP soils are discussed later. 

Additionally, clirnatic/seasonal variation in the region give rise to large variations in plant 

cover 

2.1.2 Wind erosion 

Wind erosion is generally of si@cance in areas where ground cover is poor or winds are 

confined, hence greatly increasing their velocity (Chepil, 1958) The former will be 

discussed with relation to the south-westem plains of the Peninsula. 

2.1.3 Water erosion 

. - 

Water erosion manifests itself in five general forms: 

raindrop erosion, 

sheet erosioq 

rill erosioq 

gully erosion, and 

solution erosion. 

These tend to intergrade. Raindrop erosion is generally only of sigtllficance on soil surfaces 

with little or no vegetative cover. The impact of raindrops on the soil surface also aids in 

the breakdown of soil aggregates and the formation of surface seals. 

Sheet erosion is the relatively uniform removal of soil fiom flat or sloping land. It can be 

significant on floodplains where large bodies of shallow water can move at speed, or 

alternatively it can develop on uniform surfaced hillslopes. In the case of floodplains, 

deposition of suspended material as waters recede may counteract any removal of soil by 

the water flow. 



Rill erosion is a common form of erosion in which shallow overland flow (sheet erosion) 

becomes concentrated in small but well defined channels (<0.3 m deep). If the 

accumulation of water flow increases (as it generally will as one moves downslope) gullies 

may form. These are greater than 0.3 m deep (McDonald et al., 1990) and distinguished by 

the three main formative processes: 

waterfall erosion at the guUy head, 

channel erosion caused by water flowing through the gully, and 

localised slips or mass movement in the sides of the gully. 

2.1.4 Aggradation 

Inherently associated with erosion is deposition, or aggradation. If this aggradation occurs 

outside the catchment, the landscape will be at a net loss (assuming it hasn't received 

depositional material sourced fiom a higher catchment). In many cases, aggradation occurs 

within a localised area, e.g soil lost off a hillslope may be deposited at the footslope or on 

an associated colluvial fan or pediment. Many gullies with actively eroding heads also have 
- - 

actively aggrading partly stabilised lower elements, albeit lower in the land surface. The 

role of aggradation in the landscape is at times unclear, but should certainly not be 

underestimated. 

2.2 Land management effects 

The main impact of land management in relation to soil erosion potential is to reduce 

the soil's mechanical strength and resistance by: 

a reduction in plant cover 

the effect of animal hooves on the soil surface 

tillage 

Except for very minor areas e.g Lakelands, tillage associated with cropping is not a 

signi.6cant factor on CYP. Any h r e  tillage associated with the establishment of improved 

pasture will increase the significance of this factor in the short term. 



Grazing pressure or stocking rate and its effect on plant cover and soil disturbance is the 

major factor in determining the level of accelerated erosion in CYP. Given that the impact 

of cattle and horse hooves is up to sii times that of macropods such as the kangaroo (Table 

I), it is the grazing management decisions of the beef industry in CYP that have a 

sigdicant influence on the level of accelerated erosion. 

Table 1 Static foot pressures for a number of animals 

Herbivore Liveweight (kg) Individual foot area bearing Static pressure per foot 
on soil surface (cm2) surface (kglcm2) 

Kangaroo 30-66 
Sheep 40-5 5 
Camel 450-650 
Horse 400-700 
Cattle 500-600 115 4.4-5.2 - 

(Source: Noble and Tongway, 1986) 

The reduction of plant cover fiom clearing of vegetation has not been significant on the 

Peninsula. Large areas were cleared at "Heathlands" in the early 197OYs, and a planned 

clearing program is presently under way at "Kalinga'7. 

A firther impact of land management on soil erosion potential relates to the effect of 

man made physical features which alter the natural flow paths of run-off water. If 

features such as roads (farm and public) and fences are poorly designed, they will 

intercept large volumes of water and cause more concentrated run-off at particular 

points where previously much lower volumes flowed. These points are likely to 

experience accelerated erosion. This problem is Australia wide, and CYP is no 

exception. 



3.0 ASSESSMENT 

As previously mentioned, soil erosion assessment within NR02 was confined to: 

general observation during the course of the limited traverses selected to 

map and describe soils 

recorded site assessment as part of the soil description process. 

The methodology used was that outlined in McDonald et  a]., (1990). It involves the 

description of the degree, state, and type of erosion e.g moderate, partly stabilised, 

gully erosion. Depth of gully is also recorded. 

As part of NR02, all soil types were given an erodibility index. It should be noted that this 

is based purely on field observations and interpretation of limited soil chemistry. The 

indices were: 

s - stable soils 

u - unstable soils 

v - very unstable soils 
- - 

This index was linked to slope category and attempts to reflect natural erodibility only. 



4.0 WATER EROSION ON CYP 

Sigmficant occurences of accelerated water erosion on CYP are confined to the soils 

related to the Hodgkinson Formation in the south-east and the alluvial clay plains of the 

south-west. 

4.1 Hodgkinson Formation 

4.1.1 General 

The Hodgkinson Formation is a dissected landscape of highly folded and faulted sediments 

(greywacke, slate) and minor volcanics (Lucas and de Keyser, 1965). The sediments are of 

marine origin and hence would be expected to contain appreciable salts. The pattern of 

rolling to steep low hills or hills is heavily dissected by a fine network of streams. Valley 

incisions are often quite deep and steep sided. Considerable colluvial and alluvial deposits 

are associated with the hillslopes - in particular the deposits to the east of the north-south 

trending-ridge on the east coast and north of the main unit in the south of the survey area. 

The soils associated with the colluvia and alluvia are amongst the most erodible soils on 

CYP. Figure 1 indicates the location of the formation and illustrates the relative positions 

of the dominant soils in the Hodglunson landscape. Detailed descriptions are provided in 

Appendix 1. 

4.1.2 Current erosion status 

The nature and landform position of erosion with respect to the soils of the Hodgkinson 

Formation is surnrnarised in Table 2. 



West East 

(Not to scale) 

4 160km D 

HODGKINSON LANDSCAPE 

VEGETATION 

1 Closed Forests of the Wet Tropics region 
6 Gallery closed forests and Melaleuca spp. dominated open forests on alluvia 
7 Woodlands and open woodlands (E. chlorophylla, E. microtheca or E. acroleuca) 
9 Woodlands and open woodlands (E. cullenii. E.crebra or E. persistens) Mt Misery 
10 Woodlands (E. hylandii or E. tetrodonta) on hillslopes 
12 Woodlands (E. leptophleba, E. platyphylla or E. erythrophloia) 867 m 

13 Open forests and woodlands (E. nesophila or E. Irylandii) 

c. 

Formation 
(greywacke, slate) 

(grey wacke, slate) 

(limestone, 

chert, volcanics) Vc Victor - Duplex non-sodic red soils over saline yellow 
SOILS to grey clay, formed on terraces 

B1 Deep Uniform or Gradational non-cracking brown clays formed on basalt Ga Greenant - Duplex sodic acid to alkaline yellow soils formed on alluvial plains 
Br Burn - Deep Uniform red strcutured clays with nodules formed on basalt Gs Gibson - Duplex sodic yellow or grey soils on colluvial/alluvial fans derived 
Ck Cook - Duplex non-sodic red soils formed on greywacke and slate from greywacke and slate 
Cm Camp - Bleached rocky Uniform sandy soils derived ??om sandstone Hg Hodge - Shallow bleached Uniform or Gradational brown soils formed on 
Ek Eykin - Shallow Duplex sodic soils developed on greywacke and slate grey wacke and slate 
Fl Fairlight - Moderately deep Gradational red structured soils formed on limestone Jn Jeannie - Gradational yellow soils formed on greywacke and slate 

Figure 1 Hodgkinson Formation 



Table 2 Erosion categories and types of erosion observed for the soils of the 
Hodgkinson Formation 

SPC Landform Erosion Category Erosion Type 

Hodge 
Eykin 
Jeannie 
Gibson 
Kingjack 
Wakooka 
Greenant 
Victor 

hillcrests, hillslopes 
hillcrests, hillslopes 
hillslopes, hillcrests 
footslopes 
footslopes 
alluvial plains 
alluvial plains 
terraces 

unstable rill 
unstable rill, minor gully 
stable rill 
unstable gully, rill 
unstable rill, sheet 
stable minor sheet 
unstable sheet, gully 
unstable severe gully 

Erosion of the hillslope soils is generally restricted to rill erosion, with minor amounts of 

gully erosion associated with a Sodosol (Eykin) - a soil with high subsoil ~ a '  levels. 

Vegetative cover on these hillslopes is poor, with E. persistem, E. cullenii and E. hylmrdii 

dominant. Basal areas of grass cover is generally quite low. The poor vegetation generally 

reflects the poor chemical and physical characteristics of the soil. 

At the base of the hillslopes, a Yellow Sodosol (Gibson) and a Brown Demos01 

(Kingjack) occur. Whilst the occurrence of these soils in this part of the landscape is 

predictable, it is dflcult to predict where one will occur in place of the other. For this 

reason, it was decided to give Kingjack an unstable rating. Erosion of these soils in the 

footslopes would under natural circumstances be balanced to an extent by aggradation with 

material derived fiom the above hillslopes. The most common form of erosion of these 

soils is gullying, which is often initiated by poor roadway drainage structures. 

The alluvial soils derived fiom Hodglunson Formation have si@cant potential to erode if 

managed incorrectly. The level to very gently undulating nature of the plains reduces the 

effects of erosion associated with downslope movement of water and soil particles, but 

does increase the possibility of sheet erosion. Gullying is the most common form of 

erosion, and is invariably associated with rivers, streams and roads. The Norrnanby, 

Granite Nomanby and Palmer Rivers have very signdicant amounts of gullying, and minor 

slumping along their banks. The causes are threefold. 



natural 

disturbance of river banks by stock 

incorrect construction of roads and associated drainage structures 

Natural erosion probably represents a major portion of the erosion seen along the banks of 

the afore-mentioned rivers. These three rivers are very deeply incised in the landscape (up 

to 30 m), and hence will suffer fiom gullying as water naturally flows fiom the surrounding 

landscape down to the river bed. Minor slumping and slipping is undoubtedly associated 

with this process. These are also rivers which run very swiftly at their peak, with large 

flows. Erosion of the river bank edges will occur when the rivers flood i.e nearly every 

year. 

It is clear however, that stock tracks down to the river beds have induced accelerated gully 

formation and increased loss of material from the river banks. This type of disturbance is in 

fact not restricted to the three rivers mentioned above but can be found on most rivers and 

creeks on the Peninsula. 

- - 
The very large gullies associated with river crossings on the Lakeland-Cooktown road are 

clear evidence of road construction that has not taken the unstable nature of the alluvial 

soils into account. Soils such as Greenant and Victor in particular appear to be susceptible 

to accelerated erosion. Plate 1 illustrates typical erosion to be found on these soils. Both 

Victor and Greemt  are present in intermittent patches along the Normanby, Granite 

Normanby, Palmer and Laura Rivers. The surface horizons of both soils are relatively 

stable, but at varying depths the lower horizons are unstable. In the case of Yicfor, a very 

unstable saline sodic D horizon exists. The trend in Exchangeable Sodium Percentage 

@SP) with depth in a Victor is displayed in Figure 2. ESP is a measure of the dispersibility 

of the soil i.e the degree to which it erodes by solution. If the surface horizons are 

removed, the underlying horizons disperse and erode very rapidly. A good example is 

found on the Peninsula Developmental Road, south of Split Rock The variability in depth 

to the D horizon, and the large diierence in stability between it and the overlying surface 

horizons, makes Victor a dficult soil to manage. 



Plate 1 Typical gully erosion located on alluvia derived from 
Hodgkinson Formation 

CEC (m.equiv/lOOg soil) 

ESP (%) 

Note that for CEC c6 a high ESP 
does not necessarily indicate high 
dispersability, if clay content is low 

Figure 2 Trend in ESP with depth for Victor 



4.1.3 Land use implications 

The inherently unstable nature of most of the soils associated with the Hodgkinson 

Formation requires that land management planners formulate a landscape based 

approach to prevent both on-site and off-site effects of accelerated erosion. 

Stocking rates and grazing practices should be adjusted to cater for the effects of stock 

on watering points, particularly rivers, and the role that grazing plays in reducing plant 

cover. Tree clearing, particularly on slopes greater than lo%, is not recommended. , 

Road construction practices need to be revised, especially with regards to river 

crossings. There is a often a lack of correctly constructed cross or side drainage 

structures. These provide safe passage of smaller volumes of water rather than allowing 

larger volumes to accumulate and travel rapidly downslope at a few vulnerable points. 

The use of subsoil clay for the construction of roads and dams is not recommended, 

unless care is taken. The failure of a number of dams (as a result of solution erosion) 

constructed on soils derived from Hodgkinson Formation indicates the type of land use 

problem that can be associated with failure to acknowledge the nature of certain soils. 

4.1.4 Summary 

The soils associated with the Hodgkinson Formation are inherently unstable, some more 

so than others. Natural erosion levels, particularly along some rivers are quite 

significant, and although man's activities have increased these levels, it is very difficult 

to state by how much. Past land management practices, particularly road construction, 

have failed to acknowledge the natural instability of the soils, and some areas of serious 

erosion have developed as a result. It is suggested that future planning exercises 

consider this problem, and act accordingly. 



4.2 The South-Western Plains 

4.2.1 General 

The level to very gently undulating floodplains of the south-westem comer of the 

Peninsula are part of a larger system which extends south below the CYPLUS survey 

area. It is encompassed by Radnor, Cumbulla and Dunbar Land Systems of Galloway, 

et al. -(1970). The location of the unit and the soils within it are displayed in Figure 4. 

Detailed descriptions are listed in Appendix 2. The plains are dominated by massive 

surfaced and cracking alkaline clays (Kennedy), supporting low open woodlands (E. 

chlorophylla, E. microtheca). The massive surface types are more dominant in the 

east, and are slightly higher in the landscape. The cracking clays, which are more 

common in the western half of the landscape are often lower in elevation and support 

dense grasslands, rather than low open woodlands. Closer to the Mitchell River, 

woodlands are present on levees, terraces and prior streams of sandier soils (Mitchell, 

Morehead). 

4.2.2 Current-erosion status 

The clays which dominate the landscape are inherently unstable. Evidence suggests 

both wind and water erosion are present. Figure 3 illustrates the trend in ESP and pH 

with depth for the surface cracking type. It has been observed that the massive 

surfaced type is more unstable and alkaline and shows evidence of more erosion than 

the surface cracking type. 

Figure 3 Selected chemistry for Kennedy 



MITCHELL LANDSCAPE West East 

SOILS 

Antbed - Sodic Gradational mottled grey soils formed on alluvial plains 
Bend - Gradational or Uniform grey or yellow-brown soils formed on alluvial plains 
Caravan - Coloured stratified Uniform sands formed in beach ridges on chenier plains 
George - Saline mottled clays developed in recent estuarine deposits (saltpans) 
Kennedy - Uniform to Gradational massive surfaced or cracking grey clays formed on alluvial plains 
Mitchell - Deep Uniform or Gradational yellow, brown or red soils on terraces 
Morehead - Brown recent sandy alluvia 
Marina - Uniform, frequently cracking sodic grey clays formed on marine plains 
Nassau - Saline Duplex mottled grey soils associated with playas 
Vrilya - Uniform siliceous sands with minimal profile development, formed on foredunes 

VEGETATION 

6 Gallery closed forests and Melaleuca spp. dominated open forests on alluvia 
7 Woodlands and open woodlands (E. chlorophylla, E. microtheca or E. acroleuca) 
8 Woodlands and open woodlands (E. clarboniam, E. novoguinensis or E. polycarpa) 

18 Low open woodlands and low woodlands (Melaleuca viridiflora) on depositional plains (Not to scale) 
21 Tussock grasslands on marine plains 
25 Woodlands and herblands on beach ridges and the littoral margin 
29 Bare areas (saltpans) a 120km D 

29 21 Mixed MqKd 8 6 
7 8 18 7 8 18 

25 Go. Mn. 21 25 + Mc. Mh 
Kd. minor Bn, Ab Kd, Bn Ab 

orNs M, GDp 

Naturally saline Some sheet erosion Sheet and rill erosion along drainage features 

t 

I Coastal alluvium including 

F beach ridge deposits 
I (silt, clay, sand, minor shell) 

I I I 
I Quaternary I Recent alluvia on levees and ' 
I including prior streams I 
I I terraces I 

and levees I 
I (clay, silt, sand) I I (sand, silt, clay) 

Quaternary alluvium 
including prior streams 

and levees 
(clay, silt, sand) 

Figure 4 Mitchell Landscape 



Sheet erosion appears to be the dominant form of erosion on the flats, particularly in 

the east. The development of sheet erosion is aided by the low plant cover on these 

clays and the relatively large areas of uniform slightly sloping (1%) land surface. Both 

tree stem density and Projective Foliage Cover on these flats is variable, but generally 

low ( 4 2 0  treesha and 4 0 %  respectively). 

The cracking clays, being lower in the landscape, with slightly greater moisture supply, 

retain ground cover for longer in the year. The lack of ground cover at the end of the 

dry season greatly increases the effects of the first storms on the soil surface. Late 

season burning also reduces ground cover to virtually zero. The impact of raindrops 

on the bare soil surface, coupled with the dispersibility of the soil aggregates, leads to 

the formation of surface seals, greatly decreasing infiltration rates, and hence 

increasing surface run-off and the development of sheet erosion. 

Slight rill and gully erosion is commonly associated with drainage depressions in the 

landscape, particularly in the east. This erosion is characterised by a small step 

(approx 0.3m) and then a partly stabilised, partly rilled area leading to the drainage line 
- - 

(Figure 5). It is certainly likely that cattle have played some role in either initiating or 

accelerating this erosion. 

a so-100 m D 
Sheet erosion --+- - -. -+-.. . . . - -  

0.3 rn drop 
Rill and minor gully 

Creek erosion 

Figure 5 Typical erosion pattern associated with drainage lines 



4.2.3 Land use implications 

Due to the difficulty in gauging the natural levels of erosion on the south-westem 

plains, it is not possible to state definitively whether man has induced significant 

quantities of accelerated erosion. It is possible however, based on the evidence seen in 

the field, to state that erosion is present in certain parts of the landscape, but provided 

management practices take this and the inherent instability of the soils into account, it 

should not be a significant problem. 

4.2.4 Summary 

The clay soils of the south-westem alluvial plains are naturally subject to sheet and rill 

erosion. The activities of stock have increased erosion levels, but not sigmficantly so. 

Disturbance of the soil surface around watering points, in particular creeks and rivers has 

resulted in some increase in rill and gully erosion. The relatively flat nature of the landscape 

decreases the potential for erosion, but land use planning should take into account the 

erodibility of the soils, particularly with respect to watering points. 

5.0 WIND EROSION 

The importance of wind erosion on CYP is very much unknown. Certainly it has had a 

major role in the formation of extensive dune fields on the east coast, at Cape Flattery, 

Cape Direction, Shelburne Bay and Orford Bay. These longitudinal dunes are orientated 

with a south-east, north-west trend, in line with the prevailing winds. The formation of 

these dunes is essentially a natural and ongoing process. Whether man has accelerated the 

formation of blowouts, through excessive use of fire, is unclear. Pye (1982) notes that 

there appears to be little evidence of disturbance to the stability of the Cape Direction 

dunefield by the presence of the old Lockhart River community. 

The sigmficance of wind erosion on open plains, particularly in the south-west of the study 

area, is also very difficult to quantifjl. It is suggested that wind erosion probably plays a 

small but not insignificant role on the south-western plains, although it is difficult to 

distinguish its relationship to sheet erosion. As indicated, the plains are relatively 

sparsely vegetated. Large open areas exist, although closer to the Mitchell River prior 



streams levees and terraces with denser vegetation become more common. These no 

doubt act as wind breaks. Wind run figures indicate that Kowanyama is not 

exceptionally windy in comparison to other centres on the Peninsula (Figure 5). 

However, the influence of the wind in the south-west is likely to be greater due to the 

lack of tree cover in comparison to centres such as Weipa and Aurukun. These latter 

Aurukun Weipa Coen Cooktown Kowanyarna 

- - 

Figure 6 Wind run for selected centres, CYP 

centres are densely wooded with Eucalyptus tetrodonta. Tree height average is 26 m, 

with a density of 203 treestha, in comparison to l l m  and 100 treesha for the E. 

microtheca and E. chlorophylla communities in the south-west. Both Coen and 

Cooktown are areas with much greater relief than the western Peninsula. 

Low tree and ground cover both increase the relative effect of wind on the plains. It is 

likely that surface fines produced from the impact of stock on the soil surface will be 

easily removed by wind. As with the sheet erosion, the massive surfaced clays in the 

east of this area are more likely to be susceptable to this form of erosion. 

On its own, the level of erosion may not be significant, but when considered in 

conjunction with water erosion, it may be important. Management to prevent wind 



erosion is typically similar to that for prevention of water erosion, particularly with 

regards to maintaining surface cover. 



6.0 CONCLUSION 

Water and wind erosion are inherent features of the landscapes of Cape York 

Peninsula. Areas such as the Mitchell and Hodgkinson Landscapes also suffer fiom 

some degree of accelerated erosion. The latter area in particular contains a number of 

very erodible soils, particularly along major rivers. Disturbance of these soils via stock 

or construction of roads can lead to greatly increased levels of soil loss. 

Areas containing erodible soils must be managed on a landscape basis, with both on- 

site and off-site consequences taken into account. Dam and road construction, as well 

as stocking rates and patterns need to acknowledge the inherent erodibility of certain 

soils on the Peninsula. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Selected soils of the Hodgkinson Landscape 



Name: E Y G ~  -1 

Concept: Moderately deep Duplex sodic grey mil8 fonned on greywacke a d  slate 

c- 
Awl.- Eutrophic MdedSubnatric Grey 

Sodosol 

PPF: -3.43, Dy3.42 

LMdfom: Undulating rises to rolling hills 

VegeWkw E. cufhd, E.crebm or E. 
pedICM woodMa and open 
woodland. 

Microreliet: None 

Surfaceeo~rse fragments: Abundant 6-60 mm 
angular greywacke and 
slate 

0.03 Al 0 - 0.04 Dark or brown (10YR 312 or 7.5YR 4B); Loamy sand to d y  loam; Few to 

0. W a05 many 2-6 mm angular metamorphic or sub-rounded quartz coarse fragments; Maeaive; 
Dry, f i ;  Field pH 5.5 to 7.0; Abrupt or c l ~ r  boundary to; 

a15 A2e 0.04 - 0.15 Conspicuously bleached - brown or yellow-brown (10YR 4-514 or 5B); 

a20 Loamy sand to sandy loam; Common to many 6-20 mm angular metamorphic coarse 
fragments; Massive; Dry, f i ;  Field pH 5.5 to 6.5; Abrupt boundary to, 

B1 0.15 - 0.20 Yellow-brown (10YR 5-614 or 7.5YR 514); Sandy clay to light medium clay; 
Common 6-20 .m angular platy metamorphic or sub-rounded qua- coarsc fragments; 
Massive to w u k  2-5 mm subangular blocky; Dry, very firm, Field pH 6.0; Clear or 
p d u a l  boundary to; 

a46 
B2 0.20 - 0.45 Yellow-grey (2.5Y 5-6/34); Common to many fine faint Fed or yellow 

mottles; Light medium clay to medium heavy clay; Many to very many 2-20 mm angular 
metamorphic or quartz coarse fragments; Moderate to strong 2-50 mm sub-angular to 
angular blocky; Dry, v e y  fum to Moog; Field pH 6.0 to 9.0; Clear or gradual boundary 
to, 

B3 0.45 - 0.60 Yellow-gtey or pale (2.5Y 67/3); Few to common fine faint grey to d i i t  
Fed a d  yellow mottles; Light clay; Many 2-6 mm angular platy me.tamorphic conme 
fragments; Moderate 2-5 mm sub-angular blocky; Dry, finn to very strong; Field pH 6.5 

m 0  to 7 5 ;  Diffiae boundary to; 

C Rock 



Name: Gibson (Gs) 

Concept: Deep Duplex d i c  yellow or grey soil8 on colluvial and pediments from greywacke and alate 

PPF: 

Eutrophic Mottled-Subnatric 
Yellow Sodorol; Sodic Sodosolic 
Redoxic Hydmsol 

Sol&Solodic Soil 

FoolPloper of riacs and and 
hillslopcs 

Plciatoccm? M d  recent colluvia 
(C=) 

E. chlorophylh, E. micmrhcca or 
E. acmkuca woodlands aod open 
w d ~  

Al 0 - 0.03 Dark, grty or grcy-brown USYR 3-412 or lOYR 4-92 or 2.5Y 411-2); Loamy 
0.05 sand to loam; Massive; Dy, weak to firm; Field pH 6.0 to 7.0; Abrupt or clear 

bounda y to, 

Me 0.03 - 0.25 Conspicuously bleached - m y  or yellow-brown or yellow-grcy (IOYR 5 / 2 4  or 
6/3 or 2.5Y 612-4); Loamy a n d  to sandy laam; Few to common 2-20 mm sub-angular 
quam; Masaive; Dry, weak to very firm; Field pH 5.5 to 6.5; Abrupt or gradual 
-ryw 

oa MlBl 0.25 - 0.50 Grey or yellow-grey or yellow-brown or pale (2.5Y 92-3 or IOYR 6-714); 
Few to common fine distinct yellow to orange mottles; Sandy clay loam to sandy light 
clay; Massive to strong angular blocky; Few to many 2-5mm manganifcms nodulee 
occasionally present; Field pH 6.0; Clear or gradual bounday to; 

0.75 BZ1 0.50 - 0.80 Grey or yellow-brown or yellow-grey or yellow (10YR 6/24 or 2.5Y 511 or 
514); Few to many fine distinct yellow, orange or red mottles; Sandy light medium clay to 
medium heavy clay; Strong 2-20 mm sub-angular blocky to prismatic; Moderately moist, 
firm to very strong; Field pH 5.0 to 8.0; Gradual or diffuse boundary to; 

1.w 
B22 0.80 - 1.00 Yellow-brown or grcy (10YR 6/34 or 5Y 5D); Few to many fine & i t  

yellow, omage or rcd modes; Sandy medium clay to medium clay; Strong 2-5 mm 
angular blocky to 5-10 mm prismatic; Moderately moist, stmag; Field pH 8.0 to 10.0; 
Diffisc bound.ry to, 

EL23 1.00 - 1.20 Yellow-grey or pde  or grcy Q.5Y 614 or 712 or 5Y 6/11; Few to m y  line 
faint to & i t  yellow, orange or rcd mottles; Light medium clay silty to medium clay; 
Strong 2-5 mm angular blocky to 10-20 mm prismatic; Moderately moist, strong; Many 2- 
6 mm calcareous nodules occasionally present, Field pH 9.0 to 10.0 

Limit o f  augering 



Name: Ommat (Ga) 

c w  Deep hrplex d i c  acid to alkalihe yellow mils f o d  on alluvial plains 

Mesotrophic Mottled-Subnatric 
Yellow Grsy or Brown Sodoml; 
Blerched-Manganic Sodosolic 
Redoxic Hydmeol 

E. chlomphylla, E. micmthcca or 
E. acmlcuca woodlands and open 
woodlands 

None 

Maceeorusefmgments: None 

A1 0 - 0.05 Dark or grey or grey-brown (IOYR 3-92 or 7.5YR 412); Few fine faint brown or 
o w e  mottles occasionally present; Loamy sand to fine sandy clay loam; Massive; Dry, 
firm to strong; Weld pH 6.0 to 7.0; Abrupt or gradual boundary to; 

& 0.05 - 0.40 Conspicuoudy bleached - grey or yellow-brown or brown or pale (10YR 5 4 2 -  
4 or 7.5YR 5-7D); Loamy sand to fine sandy clay loam; Mawive; Dry, fm to strong; 
Field pH 5.5 lo 6.5; Clear or gradual boundary to; 

UlBl 0.40 - 0.85 Yellow-bmwn or yellow or pale (IOYR 5/34 or 6 /46  or 7/13); Few to 
common h e  distinct oraage or red mottles; Sandy clay loam to medium chy; Massive to 
moderate 2-5 ram sub-angular blocly; Dry, finn to strong; Weld pH 5.5 to 6.0; Clur or 
gradual boundary to; 

B2 0.85 - 1.20 Brown or yellow-brow or yellow or yellow-grey or pale (10YR 4-614 or 
lOYR 615 or 2.5Y 412 or 811); Few to many h e  distinct yellow, orange or red mottles; 
Light clay to medium heavy clay; Moderate to strong 2-50 mm angular or sub-angular 
blocly, or prismatic; Dry to moderately moist, very finn to very strong; Weld pH 5.5 to 
9.0; 

Limit of augering 

Number ofnitex 14 



Name: Hedge (Hg) 

corwpt: Very W o w  to hallow bleached Uniform or Gradational b m  soils f o d  on grtywacke and slate 

A u k  Haplic Pamlichic Bluched-Leptic 
TemmI; Bluchcd DyuIrophic 
Brown Kandoml 

PPF: Uc2.12, Um2.12, Gn2.81 

Landform: Undulating rinca to steep hills 

CedDgY: H o d g b n  Fornution 0, 
ChiI&goc Fornution (SW), 
Lit& River Cod Mcuunr (Pur) 

Vegetaha E. culknii, E.crebm or E. 
Pr rsirrms woodlands and open 
woodlaadr 

Micro* None 

Ws~e coaditioo: Hardaetting, occasionally soft 

M a c e  eo~nre fragments: V e v  many 6-200 mm angular greywacke, slate or qua- 

Al 0 - 0.05 Dark or grey (7.5YR 3412); Sand to loam; Many 6-20 mm to very many 20-60 
mm angular metamorphic; Massive; Dry, weak to firm; Field pH 5.5 to 6.5; Sbrp or 

a1 0 clear boundary to; 

A2e 0.05 - 0.20 Brown (7.5YR 5/34); Sand to sandy clay loam; Many 6-20 mm to very many 
20-60 mm angukr metamorphic; Massive; Dry, weak to firm; Field pH 5.5 to 6.5; Clear 

a!?$ or diffuse boundary to; 

B3 (frequently prroent) 0.20 - 0.30 Brown 0.5YR 614); Sandy loam to clay loam aandy; 
Many 6-20 mm to very ~AIIY 20-60 mm angular metamorphic; Massive; Dry, weak to h, 
Field pH 5.5; Clear or gradual boundary to, 

0.45 c Rock 



Name: Jeannie (In) 

c m  Moderately deep Gradational or Unifonn yellow soils formed on greywacke and slate 

PPF: 

Mottled or Bleached-Mottled 
Mcmtqh ic  Yellow Dennosol 
Haplic Merotrophic Brown 
w o r o l ;  

Yellow EarthlYellow Podzolic 
Sdi 

Undulating tisea to steep hills 

HodgLiaeon Formation @Ch) . 

E. cullenii, E.crebra. E. 
persistens, or E. hylandii 
woodland8 and open woodlands 

Slvfsce corvse fragmenb: Common to many 6-20 
mm greywacke, slate or qyrtz 

Al 0 - 0.03 Dark or grey-brown or brown (IOYR 312 or 7.5YR 312 or 412-3); Sandy loam to 
0.05 light clay; Few to many 2-20 mm sub-angular to angular platy metamorphic coarse 

fragments; Massive; Dry, firm to very firm; Field pH 5.5 to 6.5; Clear or abrupt 
boundary to; 

0.M 
M ( e )  0.03 - 0.15 Occasionally conspicuously bleached - yellow-brown or brown (IOYR or 

7.5YR 5B); Sandy loam to light clay; Common to many 2 4 0  mm sub-angular to angular 
platy metamorphic coarse fragments; Massive; Dry, h to very fine; Held pH 5.5 to 
6.6 a e a r  or &dual bounday to; 

0.40 
SIB1 0.15 - 0.30 Yellow-brown, brown or grey (10YR 4-93 or lOYR 5-614 or 2.5Y 5M); Few 

fine distinct red mottles occasio~lly present; Sandy loam to light medium clay. Few to 
many 2 4 0  mm sub-angular to angular platy metamorphic coarse hgmcnts; Massive to 
moderate 2-5 mm sub-angular blocky to polyhedral; Dry, firm to very finn; Field pH 5.5 
to 6.0; Clear boundary to; 

B21 0.30 - 0.50 Yellow-brown or yellow (7.5YR or lOYR 5-6/56); Few to common h e  
distinct red moalca; Clay loam htrvy to light medium clay; Massive to strong 2-5 mm 
angular blocky to polyhedral; Few to many 2 4 0  mm sub-angular to angular platy 
metamorphic coarse fragments; Dy, weak to firm; Field pH 5.5 to 6.0; Clear or g r a d d  
boundary to, 

BU 0.50 - 0.70 Yellow (IOYR 516 or 615); Common tine distinct red mottles; Light medium 
1.00 clay to medium clay; Massive to strong 2-5 mm angular blocky to polyhedral; Many 24  

mm angular metamorphic coarse fragments; Dry to moderately moist, weak to firm, Field 
pH 5.0 to 6.0; Diffuse boundary to; 

1.15 
1.20 * 0.70 - 90 Red-brown or yellow (5YR 5-616 or lOYR 516); Light clay to silty light medium 

clay; Many 2-6 mm angular platy metamorphic coarse fragments; Massive; Dry, firm; 
Reld pH 6.0; Diffuse boundary to; 

C Rock 



Name: Kingjack (Kj) 

C m  Moderately deep G n b t i o d  nobeodic yellow soils on colluvia d pediments from greywacke and alate 

W Bleached-Mottled Mesotrophic 
Brown Denmrol 

GSC: Yellow Podzolic Soid 

PPF: Gn3.84, On3 .W, Gn3.05, DyS .41 

Landform: Gently undulating p b i ,  to 
undulating r i r s  

V q p l a h  E. &p&phlcbo, E. pkuyphylo or 
E. erythmphloia woodlands 

Micro*: None 

MoceeoPRefmgmeotP: None 

A1 0 - 0.03 Dark or grey (10YR 3-511-2); Few fine distinct orange mottles occamonaUy 
0.05 prernt; Fm sandy loam to silty clay loam; Massive; Dry, weak to very firm; Field pH 

6.0 to 7.0; Abrupt or clear boundary to; 

AZe 0.03 - 0.15 Conspicuously bleached - grey or yellow-brown (IOYR 412 or 5612-3); Few 
fine faint to distinct orange mottles occasionally present; Fme sandy loam to silty clay 
loam; Massive; Dry, finn to very firm; Field pH 5.5 to 6.5; Abrupt or clear boundary 
to; 

d$ A3/B1 0.15 - 0.40 Yellow-brown or yellow-grey or yellow (IOYR 514 or 616 or 2.5Y 513 or 616); 
Few to common fine fain( to distinct yellow to red m d e s ;  Fine sandy clay loam to light 
clay; Weak to moderate 2-5 mm sub-angular blocky; Dry, firm to very k, Field pH 
5.5 to 6.5; Clear or gradual boundary to; 

B22 0.40 - 1.00 Yellow or yellow-grcy (IOYR 54168 or 2.5Y 5614); Few to many 6ne 
distinct to prominent brown, yellow, orange, red or grey mottles; Fine sandy light clay to 
mdium clay; Many to abundant angular to sub-rounded quartz to metamorphic coure 
hgmcnts occasionally preecnt; Moderate to strong 2-10 mm angular to sub-angular 
blocky; Dry to moderately moiet, firm to strong; Few to many < 2-20 mm fernginow 
nodules occaeionelly preecnt; Field pH 5.5 to 7.0. 

Limit of mgering 



Name: Victor (Vc) - Very dcep Duplex w n - d i c  red soil8 over saline horizoru, formcd on tenaces of major streams and riven 
associated with Hodgkinson 
Formation 

. . chmkabon: 
: Haplic Eutrophic Red Chromosol 

CSC: - Red Brown E a d ~  

PPF: Dr2.22, -3.43, Dr3.42 

LPndCom: Temced land 

Gedogy: Quatemry alluvia (Qa) 

V-: E. chbmphylla, E. micrcrthrca or 
E acrulcuca woodlandn a d  open 
woodlands, E. retrodonto 
woodlands 

Micro*. None. 

SPrtaceeorusefmp~~&~ None 

A1 0 - 0.04 Dark or occasiomlly grey (7.5YR or lOYR 3M or 411); Fine sandy loam to clay 
loam fine mndy; Massive; Dry, f m  to moist, weak field pH 7.0 to 8.0; Abrupt or 

0.1 0 clear boundary to; 

OS2' A2 0.04 - 0.15 Red-brown or yellow-brown (5YR 4f34 or lOYR 614); Fine. sandy loam to 
fiae m d y  clay loam; Massive; Dry firm to moist weak; field pH 6.0 to 7.5; Clear 

0% boundary to; 

A3IBll 0.15 - 0.30 Red-brown or brown or occasionally yellow (5YR 314 or 4/54 or 7.5YR 4f3 
or lOYR 615); Commoa fine faint yellow modes occasionally present; F i i  sandy loam 
hcavy to light clay; Massive or weak 2-5 mm sub-angular blocky; Dry to moderately moist, 

om 6rm to very firm; Weld pH 6.0 to 7 J; Clear or gradual to ; 

BllBl2 0.30 - 0.50 Red or red-brown or yellow GJYR 415 or 5YR 315 or 414 or lOYR 615); 
Common fine faint red motlles; Clay h m  fine sandy heavy to light medium clay; Massive 
to moderate < 2 mm angular blocky; Moderately moist, finn to very firm, Field pH 6.5 to 
7 5 ;  Clear or gradual boundary to; 

agO 
B21 0.50 - 0.85 Red or red-brown (2.5YR 34" or SYR 316 or 414); Many tine dislinct yellow 

mottles; Fiw d y  Light medium clay to medium heavy clay; Stmng 2-5 mm sub-angular 

1.m to angular blocky; Moderately moist, very h, field pH 6.5 to 7.0; Gradual bouaduy 
to; 

BU 0.85 - 1.05 Red (2.5YR 315 or 4n); Fure sandy light clay to light medium clay silty; 
Moderate 5-10 mm mgular bloclry to strong 2-5 mm angular blocky; Dry, strong to 

1, C -------- 1 1. moderately moist, very firm; Weld ;H 7.0; ~ i d u a l  boundary to; 

B23 1.05 - 1.30 Red (2.5YR 416 or Sn); Fine sandy light clay to light medium clay silty; 
Moderate 5-10 mm angular blocky to strong 2-5 mm angular blocky; Dry, crtmag to 
moderately moist, very firm; field pH 7.0; Gradual boundary to, 

B2-4 1.30 - 1-50 Red or red-bmwn @.SYR 5fl  or SYR 416); Fine d y  light clay to d i u m  
clay dly; Moderate 2-10 mm angular blocty; Dry, strong to moderately moirt, very firm; 
Field pH 7.0; 

Limit of augering 

Number of &ax 6 
Sicrete and r r l i i  D horizons at depth 



Name: WakooLa (Wk) 

CODC*: Deep bleached Gndational aon-@odic yellow mils formed on alluvial p la i i  derived from grcywacke and slate 

CSG: 

PPF: 

Landform: 

cedogv: 

Micro*. 

~ o c e ~  

Bluched-Mottled or Bleached- 
Mmgmnic or Bleached or Mottled 
Meeorrophic Yellow Dennosol 

Yellow F'odzolic 

Gently undulating alluvial plains 

Qutemary alluvia (Qa) and 
Pleistocene? and recent colluvia 
(-1 

E. c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a n a ,  E. n o w g u i ~  
or E. polycap woodlnnds and 
open woodlands 

None 

~ a c e e o P r s e f ~ ~ .  None 

0.01 Al 0 - 0.03 Dark or grey or brown (10YR 3-511-2 or 4D); Fine sandy loam to fine d y  
clay loam; Massive; Dry, weak to very fm; Field pH 5.5 to 6.5; Abrupt boundary to; 

M e  0.03 - 0.15 Conspicumsly bleached - grcy or yellow-brown (10YR 56/23); Few to 
common fine faint yellow to orange mottles; Fm sandy loam to fine sandy clay loam; 
Massive; Dry, finn to strong; Held pH 6.0 to 6.5; Clear boundary to; 

0.35 A3 0.15 - 0.30 Yellow-brown or yellow (10YR 5-6/45); Common fine faint to distinct yenow 

0.46 to orange mottles; Fmc candy clay loam to clay loam heavy; Massive; Dry, firm to 
mng; Vey few < 2 mm fernginow or ferro-manganiferous manganiferous noduks 
occrsiodly present; Field pH 6.0; Clear boundary to; 

Qm B1 0.30 - 0.40 Yellow-brown or brown or yellow (IOYR or 7.5YR 514 or 616); Common to 
many fine faint to distinct yellow to red mottles; Clay loam heavy to light clay; Weak to 
moderate 2-5 mm angular to sub-angular bloclry; Dry, finn to strong; Very few < 2-6 
mm f e r n g i ~ w s  or fem~manganiferous or manganiferous nodulea occasionally present; 

a85 Field pH 5.5 to 6.5; Clcar or diffuse boundary to; 

B21 0.40 - 0.55 Yellow or yellow-brown or yellow-grey (IOYR 5/54 or 6/44 or 2.5Y 6/46); 
Common to many fine faint to distinct red or grcy mottles; Light clay; Moderate to strong 
2-5 mm subangular blocky; Dry, firm to very W, Very few < 2-6 mm fernginour or 
femxnanganiferoum or manganiferoua nodules occasionally present; Reld pH 5.5 to 6.5; 
Clear or diffuse boundary to; 

B22 0.55 - 1.10 Grey or yellow-brown or yellow or yellow-grey (10YR 5 /24  or 6/54 or 2.5Y 
6B); Common to many fine to medium distinct to prominent red or grcy mottles; Light 
clay to medium clay; Moderate to strong 2-10 mm sub-angular blocky to polyhednl; 
Moderately moist h to very Grm, Very few to common < 2 4  nun femgiwus or f e r n  
manganiferous or maganiferouc. nodules occasionally present; Field pH 6.0; 

Limit of augering 



APPENDIX 2 

Selected soils of the Mitchell Landscape 



Name: K C ~ Y  ow 

concept: Very deep Uniform or occasionally Gradational massive surfaced or cracking grey clays formed on alluvial plainn 

GSG: 

PPP: 

Sodic or Vertic Dennomlic 
Oxyaquic Hydromh Mottled or 
Epihypenodic or Endohypedic  
or H i - A c i d i c  Mauive Grey or 
Aquic Verloaol 

Grey Clay/No suitable group 

Quaternary alluvia (Qa) 

E. chlomphylla, E. nu'cmrhcca or 
E. acmlcuca woodlands and open 
woodlanda 

Normal gilgai occasionally 
preecnt; vertical interval 0.30 m; 
horizontal interval 4-8 m 

fhfm rnnrl;tinn: Hardretting, frequently cracking 

fhfoc~eoonefr&gmeobr: None 

Al 0 - 0.10 Grey or yellow-brown (IOYR 411-2 or 511-3); Few to many tine distinct orange 
mottles; Silty clay loam to light medium clay; Massive; Dry, firm to strong; Reld pH 
6.0 to 6.5; Abnrpt or gradual boundary to; 

A3/B1 0.10 - 0.20 Grey or brown (10YR 4 /13  or 5/2); Few to many tine distinct orange to 
brown d m ;  Silty light medium clay to medium clay; Massive to moderate 2-5 mm & 
angular to angular blocky; Dry to moderately moist, finn to very firm, Field pH 6.0 to 
6.5; Clear or g n d d  bouodrry to; 

B21 0.20 - 0.45 Grey or olive-brown or brown or dark (10YR or 2.5Y 4/2-3 or lOYR 3/2-3); 
Few to common fine distinct orange mottles; Silty medium clay to medium clay; Moderate 
to strong 2-5 mm angular to sub-angular blocky; Moderately moist, firm to very firm; 
Reld pH 6.0 to 7.0; Gradual boundary to, 

B22 0.45 - 0.85 Grey or olive-brown or brown (10YR or 2.5Y 4/2-3); Few to common h~ 
distinct orange mottles; Medium clay silty to medium heavy clay; Strong 2-5 mm angulu 
blocky to lenticular; Moderately moist, firm to very fm; Very few to few 2-6 mm 
manganiferws nodules may be prescnt, Held pH 4.5 to 7.0; Gradual or diffuse bouodary 
to; 

B23 0.85 - 1.00 Grey (IOYR, 2.5Y or 5Y 411); Common fine distinct orange or brown 
motlks, Medium clay silty to medium heavy clay; Moderate 5-10 mm angular bloclry to 
2-5 mm lenticular, Moderately moist, very w, Very few to few 2-6 mm menganifem 
nodules; Eeld pH 7.0 to 10.0; Gradual boundary to; 

B24 1.00 - 1.35 Grey (2.5Y 412); Heavy clay; Strong 5-10 mm lenticular, Moderately rnoirt, 
very firm; Few 2-6 mm mariganifem noduka; Field pH 10.0; Gradual boundary to, 

B25 1.35 - 1.50 Grey (10YR 412); Few fine K i t  yellow d e n ;  Medium heavy clay; 
Strong 2-5 mm lenticular, Moderately moist. very b, Field pH 10.0; 

Limit of rugering 
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SUMMARY 

This report presents a map of water erosion hazard for Cape York Peninsula assessed from 
the predicted soil loss using the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE). The erosion hazard 
for most of the CYPLUS area is in the range very low to low, mainly because of the high 
permeability of the sandy soils which reduces the amount and rate of runoff. The distribution 
of mapped erosion potential is consistent with the locations and severity of occurrences of 
sheet, rill and gully erosion observed in the field. The natural woodland and grass vegetation 
assists in reducing erosion hazard. Predicted soil losses increase greatly where the vegetation 
cover is depleted or removed, as would be the case following dry season fires. The prediction 
of a high water erosion hazard for an area does not preclude a particular land use. Rather, 
it indicates that a particular type and level of management is required for the sustainable use 
of the land. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

Erosion hazard is the potential for land to undergo accelerated erosion (erosion which, 
because of human activities, operates at rates higher than natural rates) when subject to 
inappropriate land uses. The assessment of erosion hazard is an especially important 
component of land evaluation in the seasonally wet tropics of northern Australia where there 
is the potential for high rates of erosion on disturbed or unprotected ground (East 1994). This 
report is concerned with water erosion, which involves the detachment of soil particles by 
raindrop impact or flowing water, their transport, and subsequent deposition. Water erosion 
takes a number of forms, including sheet, rill, gully, tunnel and streah bank erosion. This 
report is concerned mainly with the prediction of soil loss by sheet and rill erosion that takes 
place on slopes, outside natural water ways. Soil loss is determined here using the Universal 
Soil Loss Equation (USLE). 

The report of the Land Degradation and Soil Erosion Project forms part of the Cape York 
Peninsula Land Use Strategy (CYPLUS), Land Use Project. It provides a brief statement of 
methodology, results and significance. The work was carried out over the period 1992-1994 
by the Australian Geological Survey Organisation (AGSO) and the Bureau of Resource 
Sciences @RS) . 

2. THE UNIVERSAL SOIL LOSS EQUATION 

The USLE was developed in the United States (Wischmeier and Smith 1978). It predicts the 
average annual soil loss in storm runoff from specified land units under specified management 
practices. The version used in this study is SOILOSS, a computer program developed by the 
New South Wales Department of Conservation and Land Management (Rosewell and Edwards 
1988). 

Soil loss (A) is determined by multiplying six factor values together: 

Rainfall erosivity (R), soil erodibility (K), slope length (L), slope steepness (S), cultivation 
method (P) and vegetation cover (C). 

A is the predicted long term average soil loss (t/ha/yr). 

R is a measure of the ability of rainfall to cause erosion. The numerical value used for R is 
the average annual total of Erosion Index @I) at a location where EI is the product of runoff 
energy and maximum 30 minute intensity for each storm. 

K is a measure of the erodibility of the regolith or its susceptibility to erosion. K is normally 
determined experimentally but can be estimated using five regolith attributes - texture (per 
cent sand, silt and clay), per cent gravel, organic matter content, soil structure, and 
permeability (Goldman and Jackson 1986). 

Slope length (L) is the distance, measured parallel to the ground surface, from the origin of 



overland flow to the point where either the slope gradient decreases enough so that deposition 
begins or where runoff becomes concentrated in a defined channel. Slope steepness (S) is 
measured as the per cent gradient of the slope segment. 

C is a cover management factor, and measures the combined effect of all the interrelated crop 
cover and management variables. Values for C for rangelands are given in Wischmeier and 
Smith (1978, Table 10). 

The support factor P accounts for the direction of cultivation and the size of the furrows 
created by tillage; P is unity for rangelands. 

In its original form the USLE was developed for relatively small areas and detailed soil and 
topographic information, and was calibrated against measurements of actual soil loss 
(Wischmeier and Smith 1978). However, it has subsequently been adopted for use at more 
regional scales, and the factors can be estimated from surrogate data rather from measured 
data. 

The USLE was chosen to assess the erosion hazard of the regolith of Cape York Peninsula 
(CYP) because it lends itself to use for large areas at reconnaissance map scales (< 1:250 
000) for which there are little or no existing erosion data. There are two caveats on the . 
results: 

1. The data put into the USLE for this study were variable in scale, and based on 
surrogates rather than real measurements. 

- - 

2. There are no published measurements of soil loss for the CYPLUS area, so the results 
are uncalibrated. 

For these reasons, the results must be regarded as relative only, and no absolute reliability 
should be placed on the numerical results. The mapped distribution of predicted soil loss was 
checked for consistency with extensive field observations of erosion and their associated 
regolith and landforms in CYP. 

3. METHODS 

3.1 Data Sources 

Data were required for each factor in the USLE - climate, landforms, vegetation and soils. 
All data, with the exception of climate, were available as digital coverages, captured at a 
variety of scales. Data were input into the AGSO Geographic Information System, ESRI's 
ARCIINFO. They were converted to a raster format, or grid, for use in the USLE. 

3.1.1 Rainfall Erosivity (R) 

The R factor was derived from the following climatic maps obtained from Institution of 
Engineers (1987). 

Average Regional Rainfall Skewness 



2yr average recurrence interval / lhr duration (mmlhr) 
2yr average recurrence interval / 12hr duration (mdhr) 
50yr average recurrence interval / lhr duration (mdhr) 
50yr average recurrence interval / 12hr duration (mdhr) 

These maps, showing isolines at a scale of 1:s 000 000 were scanned, imported into ARC 
and converted to grid cells. The final R factor map was produced using an aml in ARC. The 
aml reproduces a procedure developed by C. Rosewell (NSW CALM, pers. comm.). 

3.1.2 Soil Erodibility (K) 

K is estimated here from the soil texture (per cent sand, silt, clay) using the texture 
nomograph in Goldman and Jackson (1986 fig. 5.6) and corrected for gravel content (percent 
by volume of soil particles greater than 2mm), organic matter content, soil structure and 
permeability. The uncorrected values for the K factor for a range of soil textures are given 
in Table 1. 

Table 1. Uncorrected K factor values for a range of soil textures 

Soil Texture K Factor 

Clay 

Clay loam 

- Sandy clay 

Sandy clay loam 

Sandy loam 

Sand 

Loamy sand 0.19 

Silty clay 0.26 

Silty clay loam 0.35 

Silty loam 0.47 

Loam 0.19 

Fine sandy loam 0.24 

Fine sandy clay loam 0.22 

The K factor for the CYPLUS area was estimated using the CYPLUS Soil map (Biggs et al. 
1994), which includes information about soil surface texture and rock content. Each soil map 
polygon was given a value for the K factor and was then gridded. 



3.1.3 Slope Length (I,) and Slope Steepness (S) 

Slope length and slope steepness were obtained from the regolith landform map of the 
CYPLUS area (Pain et al. 1994) using the diagnostic range of values for a classification of 
landforms in Speight (1990). The slope length factor ranges from 20 m in mountains to 300 
m on plains. The slope steepness factor ranges from 1% for plains to 50% for mountains. 
These two values were combined into one (LS) using SOILOSS, a -computer program 
developed by the New South Wales Department of Conservation and Land Management 
(Rosewell and Edwards 1988). 

3.1.4 Cultivation Method (P) 

The P factor was set to unity. 

3.1.5 Vegetation Cover (C) 

The vegetation cover C is determined from canopy type and percent cover, and percent cover 
that contacts the soil surface. This information was obtained from the map of present 
vegetation of Australia compiled by Carnahan (1989). C factor values were allocated to 
classes of vegetation following Wischmeier and Smith (1978 table 10). 

3.2 Calculation of Soil Loss 

Predicted soil loss was obtained by multiplying R . K . LS . C. These calculations were 
performed cin grid files of each factor in ARCINFO. 

Because the USLE has not been validated for CYP conditions, and there are no measurements 
of actual soil loss, a conservative approach was used and predicted values of soil loss were 
assigned to five classes of erosion hazard: 

0 - 1 t/ha/yr Very low 

1 - 5  Low 

5 - 10 Moderate 

10 - 100 High 

> 100 Very high 

The validity of applying the USLE to CYP and the mapping of five classes of erosion hazard 
rather than the computed values was considered by national and international authorities on 
the USLE to be a conservative application of the model (C Rosewell, NSW CALM; K 
Renard, United States Department of Agriculture, Agriculture Research Service, Tucson 
Arizona USA. pers comm). 



3.3 Field checking 

As an additional check on the use of the model, detailed regolith, topographic and vegetation 
data were collected in the field in the area of the 1:250 000 Ebagoola map sheet (about 18 
000 km2 ) during the 1992 and 1993 northern dry seasons. These data were input to the USLE 
and predicted soil loss mapped using the five classes of erosion hazard. Erosion hazard was 
calculated for the worst case situation - at the end of the dry season (Sept-Oct) when the grass 
cover is most reduced and the risk of erosion greatest. The predicted values would be 
expected to be somewhat higher than those calculated using Carnahan's (1989) vegetation 
classification. 

A comparison' of the Ebagoola map (Figure 1) with the map for the whole CYPLUS area 
shows general agreement in the extent and level of erosion hazard. The steep slopes of the 
Great Escarpment and some areas of higher relief and fine sandy soils to the east and west 
are shown in both maps as high erosion hazard. The plains to the west of the uplands are 
predicted as very low in both maps. Erosion hazard of regolith on hilly terrain between the 
escarpment and the plains is intermediate between the two extremes; it is classified as low on 
the map for the whole CYPLUS area, and as moderate in the dry season vegetation situation 
on the 1:250 000 Ebagoola Sheet (Figure 1). 

The distribution of mapped erosion potential is consistent with the locations and severity of 
occurrences of sheet, rill and gully erosion observed in the field during the 1992 and 1993 
AGSO CYP field seasons. For example, intensive but localised erosion systems occur in fine 
grained sediments on the floodplain of the Palmer River (Figure 2) and are mapped as 
moderate erosion hazard, whereas the surrounding more stable lowlands are mapped as low 
and very low hazard. 



Figure 1 



Figure 2. Gully system developed in fine grained sediments along the flood plain of the 
Palmer River 

Figure 3. Gully erosion where water has been concentrated along a track. 



4. RESULTS 

4.1 The Map of Water Erosion Hazard 

The erosion hazard for most of the CYPLUS area is in the range very low to low. In general 
there is a gradient from high along the east coast to low along the west coast. This reflects 
the gradient of amount and intensity of rainfall, which is superimposed on other factors. 

The main r&on for the generally low predicted erosion rates is the high permeability of the 
sandy soils which reduces the amount and rate of runoff. Additional factors are the generally 
low slope angles of the plains and rises that make up most of the area, and the woodland 
vegetation which reduces the erosivity of the high intensity rain which is characteristic of the 
seasonally wet tropics. The difference between very low and low potential soil loss appears 
to be related to slope angle and to surface soil texture. 

The main areas of high erosion potential are in areas with steeper slopes, mainly in the 
uplands of the Coen Inlier, and the ranges north and south of Cooktown. Steep slopes along 
the Great Escarpment also have a moderate to high erosion potential. Smaller scarps on 
Merluna, and south of Merapah also fall into this category because of the generdly steeper 
slopes. 

There are some areas where the erosion potential seems to be anomalous. These are 
considered briefly here: 

- - 

1. There are small areas of high erosion hazard on the alluvial plains on the western side 
of the CYPLUS area. These occurrences are mainly in broad but shallow channels 
where the regolith has high percentages of silt and fine sand. Soils dominated by these 
particle sizes are highly erodible (see, for example, Morgan 1979). Water flow is 
concentrated in these shallow depressions increasing the potential for erosion. At present 
there is little erosion evident, although the combination of soil texture and landscape 
position has implications for management of land which contains these shallow 
depressions. 

2. Large gully systems have formed in riparian areas which have been over grazed by 
cattle, and in gaining access to water in rivers and billabongs. These areas are found 
mainly on the flood plains of larger rivers such as the Archer and the Palmer Rivers. 
Again, the combination of susceptible .soil particle sizes and concentration of overland 
flow because of landscape position imparts a higher erosion potential to these areas. 

3. Areas of very high erosion potential occur south of Cooktown. This is an area of very 
steep slopes and generally rainforest vegetation. Such a result is consistent with the 
steep slopes, and the nature of the weathered granite. Also, even natural erosion by 
surface wash under rainforest can be high (Ruxton 1967), and accelerated erosion rates 
following clearing of rainforest in these areas could be extremely high. 

4. A large area of heathlands in the north of the CYPLUS area is mapped as having a high 
erosional potential. The soil texture (fine sand) and the vegetation cover (very low 



ground cover) increases values of the K and C factors, and the overall erosion potential. 

As noted above, values obtained from the USLE were grouped into classes rather than used 
directly, in order to give a map showing relative rather than absolute soil erosion hazard. 
Moreover, we judge it better to comment on the anomalies rather than try to fix them and 
change map values subjectively. 

4.2 The Role of Vegetation 

The natural vegetation (woodlands and grasses) contributes to the protection of the soils from 
erosion. The importance of vegetation was assessed by varying the value of the vegetation 
factor in the USLE to simulate the clear felliig of the trees and the burning or removal of the 
grasses. Predicted soil losses increased greatly where the vegetation cover is significantly 
depleted or removed, as would be the case following dry season fires which are common in 
CYP. For example, the predicted soil loss for regolith with a high (90%) grass cover and low 
erosion hazard can increase threefold or more when the vegetation cover is removed. In this 
case the risk of erosion increases from low to high. Erosion rates are highest on ground 
where grass cover has been destroyed by bush fires in the late dry season thus leaving it 
exposed to early wet season storms. The prediction of a high water erosion hazard for an area 
does not preclude a particular land use. Rather, it indicates that a particular type and level 
of management is required for the sustainable use of the land. 

Erosion is also accelerated through the concentration of runoff by cattle pads and vehicle 
tracks. In CYP, soils formed on weathered granite (saprolite) that were assessed as being of 
moderate erosion hazard when undisturbed became highly erodible when runoff was 
concentrated down slope by vehicle tracks. At some sites, deep gully erosion made tracks 
unserviceable, necessitating the formation of new tracks parallel to the former tracks (Figure 
3). 

Erosion hazard is also increased if the surface structure of the soil is damaged by stock 
trampling or vehicle movements. Sandy soils are particularly prone to structure damage, 
which reduces infiltration and increases runoff. In CYP, soils in high usage areas such as 
around stock watering points showed evidence of structure damage, which would have 
contributed to the sheet and gully erosion at some of these sites. Other degradation includes 
erosion and accelerated sedimentation associated with small mining ventures, and disturbance 
in billabongs associated with overgrazing and trampling by cattle and feral pigs and horses. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The erosion characteristics of the land resources of CYP identified in this survey highlight 
the need for special management requirements if they are to be managed sustainably. These 
requirements could include, in the case of cattle raising - the use of conservative stocking 
rates, the location of stock watering points away from areas of high erosion risk, fencing soils 
and waterways either at risk of degradation or currently degraded, and the locating of roads 
and tracks to take account of local terrain and regolith characteristics. 

The use of the USLE can be extended beyond its present application for assessing erosion 



hazard under present land conditions. For example, the technique could be used to evaluate 
and compare different land uses and management options in the region, because of its ability 
to make recommendations on ways to reduce erosion by changing land and crop management 
practices. This process of evaluation is critical for CYP where most soils have a low 
erodibility when undisturbed, they are highly susceptible to erosion under inappropriate 
management. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Salinity in soils refers to concentrations of soluble salts which impede plant growth 

directly, or indirectly through effects on soil properties such as permeability. Soluble 

salts may commonly comprise chloride, sulphate and bicarbonate anions associated with 

sodium, calcium and magnesium cations. 

Saline soils occur naturally or can develop as a consequence of human activities. The 

latter is referred to as secondary salinisation, and is associated with an alteration of the 

hydrological balance of the landscape, through tree clearing, cropping or excessive 

inigation. 

Cape York Peninsula has both naturally saline areas and susceptible landscapes that 

have the potential for secondary salinisation if they were to undergo major hydrologic 

change. 



2.0 CHAR4CTERISTICS OF SUSCEPTIBLE LANDSCAPES 

The key indicators of landscapes that are saline or have the potential to become so are 

outlined by Shaw et al., (1986). They include: 

Rocks or soils which are naturally saline e.g. marine clays 

Impermeable soils or geological restrictions to groundwater flow which are 

adjacent to permeable soils or rocks that allow water entry ( i n m  zones*) 

Impermeable soils or layers that allow saline water to accumulate (outjZow 

zones) and enter the root zone of plants 

Landscapes with existing shallow water tables which may or may not be 

saline 

Catchments with topographical or geological restriction to groundwater flow 

Presence of salt tolerant andlor water logging tolerant vegetation 

Soil morphological indicators of perchedintermittent shallow water tables 

Present bvestigations on Cape York Peninsula, have identified many of these indicators, 

in particular, rocks or soils that contain appreciable levels of salts. 

Further definition is provided on p59. 



3.0 ASSESSMENT 

Naturally occuning saline soils have been recognised by the staff who conducted the 

Soil Survey and Agricultural Land Suitability of Cape York Peninsula Report 

(NR02)in the course of normal soil survey techniques, using field Electrical 

Conductivity (EC) and laboratory chemical analysis. 

The following methodology has been used to determine soils/landscapes that have the 

potential for secondary salinisation: 

(i) Examine geological data to determine which lithologies are 

likely to provide a source of salts 

(ii) Rank soils in terms of their potential as inflow, transmission or 

outflow zones 

(iii) Carry out Electro-Magnetic induction (EM) testing in the field, 

in areas where both (i) and (ii) are indicated 

All soils-.described in the NR02 Report were allocated a salinity ranking, as part of an 

agricultural suitability assessment process. The categories used were: 

soils that are non-saline (Sn), 

soils that may act as inflow zones i.e well drained, moderately to highly 

permeable soils in elevated landscape positions (Si), 

soils that may act as transmission zones i.e imperfectly drained, moderately 

to highly permeable soils in midslope positions (St), 

soils that may act as outflow zones i.e imperfectly to poorly drained, slowly 

permeable soils in lower landscape positions (So), and 

soils that are naturally saline (Ss) 

Those soils that were allocated either Si, St or So ranking's were further sub-divided on 

a scale of one to three, based on their properties in relation to salinity potential (Table 1). 



Table 1 Salinity ranking's used in Soil Survey and Agricultural Land 
Suitability of Cape York Peninsula Report. 

*Salinity Limitation 

Inflow zones are those portions of the landscape in which there is a downward 

component to groundwater flow near the surface, that is, water is received at the 

surface and flows downward through the soil to lower parts of the landscape. 

SLIM* 

(Si, St, So) 1 

(Si, St, So) 2 

(Si, St, So) 3 

Transmission zones are those portions of the landscape where the dominant 

groundwater flow is lateral, generally downslope, that is, areas through which water 

flows from inflow zones to outflow zones. 
- - 

Salinity potential 

Soils that are located in landscapes not likely to develop secondary 
salinity 
Soils that are located in landscapes that have a low probability of 
developing secondary salinity 
Soils that are located in landscapes that have a significant potential to 
develop secondary salinity 

Outfow zones are those portions of the landscape in which there is an upward 

component to groundwater flow near the soil surface, that is, water rises to, or near the 

soil surface (Shaw et al., (1 986). 



4.0 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

The potential for secondary salinity is generally restricted to soils associated with two 

geological units - the Rolling Downs Group, and the Hodgkinson Formation. Both 

consist of marine origin sediments, although their structure and landforms differ greatly. 

The soils associated with these lithologies have been assessed as having intake, 

transmission or outflow characteristics, and some have appreciable levels of salts at 

depth. 

Soils found to be naturally saline in this study are chiefly associated with Quaternary 

coastal deposits. The only soil mapped as naturally saline that is not associated with 

coastal deposits is derived f'rom the Hodgkinson Formation. 

Table 2 provides a list of all the soils in the NR02 study that were found to be naturally 

saline or implicated in landscapes with a potential to develop secondary salinity. They 

are lisited according to their geological origin and salinity ranking. The accompanying 

map depicts all land that is dominated by naturally saline soils, as well as inflow, 

trammission or outflow zones that have been identified as having a potential to 

contribute to secondary salinity. 

The following sections provide more detailed discussion of the relationships between 

the three geological units and their associated soils, in the context of salinity assessment. 

The discussion is based on information gathered during the NR02 investigation, and 

additional information provided by Natural Resource Management Group (QDPI). 
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Table 2 Salinity categories for selected soils of CYP 

*(SLIM) - Salinity Limitations - as defined in Appendix 3 of Soil Survey and 
Agricultural Land Suitability of Cape York Peninsula Report (NR02) 

- - 

Geology 

Aurukun Surface 

Rolling Downs Group 

Hodgkinson Formation 

Quaternary coastal 
deposits 

Salinity category 
(SLIM)" 

Sil 
Si3 

Si3 
St3 
so3 

Si2 
St2 
So2 
Si3 
so3 
Ss 

Ss 

Soil 

Andoom (Ad), Weipa (Wp) 
Bertie (Bt), Scorpion (Sp) 

Batavia (Bv), Lydia (Ld) 
Batavia (Bv), Lydia (Ld), Myall (Ml) 
Batavia (Bv), Lydia (Ld), Myall (Ml), 
Picanninny (Pn) 

Hodge (Hg), Kingjack (Kj) 
Kingjack (Kj) 
Kingjack (Kj), Greenant (Ga) 
Jeannie (Jn) 
Eykin (Ek), Gibson (Gs) 
Victor (Vc) 

George (Go), Marine (Mn), Nassau 
(Ns), Skardon (Sd) 



5.0 ROLLING DOWNS GROUP AND ASSOCIATED SURFACES 

5.1 General 

The Rolling Downs Group covers an extensive band of country in the middle of the 

Peninsula fiom east of Weipa to west of Musgrave (Figure 1). It consists of Cretaceous 

sediments of marine origin - mostly mudstone and siltstone with minor labile glauconitic 

sandstone (Smart, 1977, W h o t t  and Powell, 1977). The landscape is predominantly 

gently undulating ((3%) plains to undulating (3-10%) rises. 

Rainfall ranges fiom approx. 900 mm to approx. 1700 rnrn per annum and is highly 

seasonal. Vegetation varies with soil type and landscape position but is dominated by 

Eucalyptus species (E. tetrodonta, E. chksoni- E. leptophleba, E. papma, 

Erythrophleum chlorostaclya) on the slopes, with Melaleuca viridiiflora becoming more 

prevalent in the low lying country. PetaIosfigma b&i is a common understorey species 

on the nodular soils. 

The Rolling Downs Group (Batavia) Landscape includes heavily laterised remnants of the 

Bulirnba Formation, referred to as the Aurukun SUrEdce @outch, 1976, Figure 1). The 

dominant soils, Weipa (Sil) and Andoom (Sil) are aluminous in nature, well drained and 

moderately permeable. A pallid zone (kaolin) is present at considerable depth. Much of 

the rainfall ,that inliltrates in the Aurukun Surface, particularly on the Weipa Plateau, flows 

to the west (Herbert pers. com.). Applied water i.e irrigation is therefore unlikely to 

constitute a large influence in terms of secondary salinisation within the Rolling Downs 

Group to the east. In addition, Weipa and Andoom are not suitable for cropping, and 

irrigation is unlikely. 

On the ferruginized remnants on the eastern edge of the Aurukun Surface, and scattered 

throughout the Rolling Downs Group are Berfie (Si3) and Scorpion (Si3). These 



West 
BATAVIA LANDSCAPE 

SOILS 
East 

Ad Andoom - Very deep Uniform or Gradational yellow massive soils with aluminous concretions 
Bt Bertie - Deep Gradational or Uniform red massive soils with fermginous nodules 
Bv Batavia - Deep Gradational mottled yellow soils formed on argillaceous sediments 

Cox - Deep uniform or Gradational red massive soils on alluvial plains 
Hesket - Deep bleached Gradational grey soils occuring in drainage depressions and swamps 
Lydia - Deep bleached Gradational or Duplex mottled grey soils formed on argillaceous sediments 
Mapoon - Deep Duplex or Gradational soils with a dark loamy surface over a mottled grey clay, formed in swamps 
Merkunga - Deep bleached Gradational mottled grey soils formed on alluvia 
Moonlight - Deep bleached Gradational yellow massive soils developed on alluvia 
Myall - Deep Uniform or Gradational yellow structured clay soils formed on argillaceous sediments 
Picanninny - Deep Uniform cracking brown or grey structured clays formed on argillaceous sediments 
Scorpion - Deep Gradational or Uniform yellow massive soils with fermginous or manganiferous nodules 
Weipa - Deep Gradational or Uniform red massive soils with aluminous concretions 
Wheeler - Deep bleached Gradational grey massive soils formed on alluvia 

(Not to scale) 
VEGETATION 

7 Woodlands and open woodlands (E, chlorophylla, E. microtheca m E. acroleuca) 
8 Woodlands and open woodlands (E. clarksoniana, E. novoguinensis or E. polycarpa) 
11 Open woodlands and woodlands (E, leptophleba) on undulating plains and river frontages 
16 Woodlands and tall woodlands (E. tetrodonta) on deeply weathered plateaus and remnants 

17 Woodlands (E. telrodonfa) on erosional surfaces and residual sands 
65 m 18 Low open woodlands and low woodlands (Melaleuca viridiflora) on depositional plains 

16 19 Open forests and low open foiests dominated by Melaleuca spp. in seasonally inundated swamps 
16 19 22 Closed tussock grasslands and open woodlands on undulating clay plains 

Ad 24 Open heaths and dwarf open heaths 

r' 
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Figure 1 Batavia Landscape 



femginous   an do sols' are generally lower in the Landscape with respect to Weip and 

Andoom, but are still in upper slope and hillcrest positions within the Landscape, hence can 

act as intake zones. The generally poor grass cover and typical slopes of 3-5% would 

suggest high run-off rates. The rough ironstone surface would however aid in slowing run- 

oE The porosity of the underlying material is unknown, but given that the Bulirnba 

Formation is dominantly sandstone, it is suggested that even in a laterised state, deep 

drainage would be high. Figure 2 illustrates calculated deep drainage curves for Andoom 

and ~ertie.  As with Weip and Andoom, the nature of these soils is such that they are 

unsuitable for cropping or intensive pasture development, hence irrigation or tree clearing is 

unlikely. 

1 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 

Rainfall phs irrigation (mmlyear) 
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Figure 2 Calculated deep drainage for selected soils of the Batavia 
Landscape 
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The soils derived directly fiom the Rolling Downs Group often reflect the argillaceous 
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nature of the sediments. The hillslopes that appear to have been well weathered are 

dominated by Batavza (Si, St, So3). It can occur in either a localised upper slope position 

or, commonly between Bertie and Scorpion upslope and heavier clay soils downslope. It 

can also exist in footslopes. Poor drainage can lead to the development of a bleached 

version of the Bafma i.e. the Lydia (Si, St So3). It occupies similar landscape positions to 

the Bwa Fresher exposures of the sediments, often in footslope areas (although also on 

plains) yield the highest clay soils such as the Piccaninny (So3) and Myall (So, St3). It is 

suggested that the Mjall lies between the Picanninny and Balaia in a weathering 

sequence. Detailed soil descriptions are provided in Appendix 2. 

- 

1 A description of Australian Classification Orders is given in Appendix 1 



5.2 Soil chemistry 

Chemical analyses of the soils described above indicates very low Electrical Conductivity 

(EC), Chloride (Cl? and Exchangeable Sodium Percentage (ESP) values (Table 3). Figures 

of the order of 0.02 in the surface (0-10 crn) and the subsoil (110-120 cm) are common, 

however, one sample of a Piccaninny derived fiom the Wolena Unit did record values 

of 0.24 in the subsoil. 

Appendix 3 details soil salinity and plant tolerance ratings with respect to EC, C1- and 

clay content. 

The values in Table 1 concur with those obtained by Gunn and Richardson (1979) in their 

investigation of the nature and origins of salts in Cretaceous sediments. These authors 

noted that the sediments contain appreciable levels of salts, particularly NaCl and sulphates, 

although the soils formed on fi-esh exposures of the sediments had low salt levels in 

comparison to mid-Tertiary relict surfaces. Gunn and Richardson (1979) also found 

appreciable levels of salts in relict lateritic features e.g mottled and pallid zones, particularly 

where they were developed on argdlaceous sdments. The mode of accumulation of these 

salts is unclear. 

Despite the low salt levels within the soil profiles, the Rolling Downs Landscapes are still 

considered as having a localised salinity hazard. This is largely due to the above-mentioned 

salt levels in the Rolling Downs Group sediments. 





Electro-magnetic induction assessment 

The salt levels in the Rolling Downs Group were highlighted by Electro-Magnetic (EM) 

Induction measurements. The clay soils (Picanniny, Myall, Bmtzvia) are often not very 

deep, with weathered sediments commonly encountered before a depth of 2.0 rn The 

EM31 used records to a depth of 6 m. Many high readings were recorded on the Rolling 

Downs Group. 

Significant readings were commonly associated with mid- and lower slopes, particularly 

where a rapid change in soil texture (fiom a lighter to a heavier texture) and 

pemeabityldrainage occurred. Sigrdcant values were also recorded on large flat areas of 

Vertosols (cracking clays) e.g Picamimy Plains. Some of these high readings appear to be 

related to variations in the depth to parent material (Hill, pers. comrn.). Few high values 

were recorded around the east and west sides of the Embley Range. This relict surface is 

probably a significant intake zone, and k d y  and Heiner (1991) suggested there may be 

potential for secondary salinisation in the heavy textured clays on the low slopes around the 

base of the range. The low readings on the onIy traverse in this area is not mflicient 
- -. 

evidence that there is no potential for secondary salinisation. 

Water resources 

The Rolling Downs Group is generally regarded as an aquaclude (Herbert, pers. Com). 

Well yields are very low, and EC values are high (e.g 6000 mgk). 

Land use and salinity potential 

The Rolling Downs Group country is considered by the graziers of the Peninsula as good 

quality country with a high potential for development. The clay soils, particularly the flats 

are favoured. Minor clearing and development has occurred on properties such as 

"Merluna", 'Batavia Downs" and "Sudley". In recent times, minor irrigation of improved 

pasture has been undertaken at "Sudley". 



Both tree clearing and irrigation have the potential to disturb the hydrological cycle. The 

clearing of vegetation from intake zones can have as much of an impact as clearing of 

discharge zones. Fortunately, the need for large-scale clearing on the Rolling Downs is 

negated by the general trend of decreasing vegetation density with increasing clay content 

of the soil (Figure 3). In addition, the afore-mentioned low suitabiity of the soils of the 

inflow zones (Berfie, Scorpion) makes tree clearing of the hillslopes unlikely. 

An example of the type of development occurring on the Rolling Downs Group is found at 

"Sudley", a property owned by Comalco, and located approx. 40 krn east of Weipa. Figure 

4 depicts the landscape on the eastern (road) side of the homestead. In the mid 198OYs, the 

flats ofMelaIeuca viridi~ora on a Myall (Yellow Dennosol) were pulled. Some parts have 

been subsequently cleaned up and sown to pasture. The Myall is well gilgaied and drainage 

is poorer than usual. It extends to the footslope of the hill where it grades into a B a a  

(Yellow Dennosol). The knoll itself is comprised of the Scoquion and Berfie soils 

(Fermginous Yellow and Red Kandosols). Given that the homestead and a number of 

other buildings are on the hillslope, there has of necessity been some clearing of trees on the 

hill itself. 
- - 

In late 1992 a dam was constructed on the southern side of the hill. Water fiom this is now 

used to irrigate pastures of Brachimia spp on the footslopes and adjacent flats. Irrigation 

volumes have been low (approx. 40 rnrn per week), and has only occurred for the last two 

dry seasons. High EM values were recorded in the vicinity of the imgation, but it is 

unlikely they can be attributed to major disturbances in the hydrological cycle given the 

nature of the soils and the quantity and extent of the imgation. Figure 2 shows the 

projected deep drainage for the clay soils, and indicates the additional deep drainage caused 

by irrigation Although the graph suggests a moderate increase in deep drainage it is 

concluded that current levels of irrigation are not causing a s iwcant  increase in deep 

drainage due to the poorer than usual drainage of the soils at "Sudley". 



Approximate clay content (%) 

Figure 3 Relationship between clay content and vegetation structural 
parameters within the Batavia Landscape 
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Figure 4 "Sudley" homestead area 



It is suggested that the high EM values recorded in the vicinity of the "Sudlef' irrigation 

area are more likely to be associated with underlying sediments than secondary salinisation. 

While the present irrigation system is not likely to be a high Wty risk, dam leakage or 

iiuther clearing of trees on the hillslope could cause enough hydrological imbalance for 

salinity to occur at the contact between the clay soils in the footslopes and the sandier 

upslope soils. 

Future management of soils on the Rolling Downs Group should consider the potential for 

secondary salinisation. Although there is at present bsuEcient evidence to indicate 

precisely where it will occur, the presence of indicators such as high salts in the underlying 

sediments and poor drainage of clay soils suggest that there is a potential for secondary 

salinisation, ifhydrologic disturbance occurs. 



6.0 HODGKINSON FORMATION 

6.1 General 

The Hodgkinson Formation in the survey area is restricted to the eastern and southern 

margins of the Laura Basin, running south from Cape Melville to below 16"s (Figure 5). It 

also ektends west fiom the south-eastern corner to the Yambo Mer  (approx 144 09" E). 

Of Devonian age, these marine sediments show evidence of having been deposited by 

turbidity currents in a continental shelf situation. It is dominated by micaceous siltstone, 

greywacke and slate, with minor occurrences of chert, conglomerate and limestone (Amos 

and de Keyser, 1964). Folding and faulting are common features. The resultant landscape 

consists of rolling (10-32%) to steep (32-56%) slopes on low hills to mountains with a fine 

dendritic drainage pattern. Extensive colluvial and alluvial fans have been derived fiom 

erosional and depositional activity within the unit. Land degradation, usually in the fonn of 

gully erosion, is quite severe in places and has undoubtedly been accelerated by man's 

activities. 
- - 

The Formation underlies some of the driest (Palmerville with 1025 mm per annum) and 

wettest (Ayton with 1800 mrn per annum) areas of the Peninsula. This climatic variation is 

reflected in both the vegetation and soils. The humid high rahfiall areas are dominated by 

closed forest and wet sclerophyll forest (E. ferefecomis, E. grandis). The drier hillslopes 

are vegetated with sparse woodlands of a variety of Eucalypts (E. persisens, cucullenii, 

@ M i )  and other species. Ground cover is generally poor, with Foliage Projective 

Covers of 4 5 %  common during the dry season. 

Figure 5 presents a stylised illustration of the Hodgkinson Landscape. Under rainforest, 

deep red structured clay soils (Rule) are typical. A distinct boundary exists between this 

soil and the soils of the drier areas, particularly to the west, where Sodosols (Eykin), 

Dermosols/Kandosols (Jemnie) and Tenosols (Hodge) are common on the hillslopes. 

Jeannie and Hodge are the dominant of the three. Table 2 indicates that these soils are 





ranked as intake zones with a moderate potential for contributing to secondary salinity 

(grven hydrological disturbances). However, the lack of ground cover, the nature of the 

topography, the geology, and the shallowness of the soils, all contribute to relatively low 

infiltration rates (Lait, pers. corn.). 

Dermosols (Kingjack) and Sodosols (Gibson) are common in the footslopes where they are 

often intermingled. It is diicult to predict where one will occur in place of the other. 

The alluvial plains associated with the Hodgkinson Formation are dominated by Dermosols 

(Wakooka) and Sodosols/Hydrosols (Greemt). The boundary between the colluvial and 

alluvial influences is quite often blurred. It is not likely that salinity will be a problem on 

Wakooka, although Greenant does have a moderate potential. Scattered pockets of a Red 

Dermosol (Victor) are associated with old terraces on the Laura and Palmer rivers. This 

alluvial soil has been designated as naturally saline due to the presence of a D horizon with 

considerable soluble salts. Appendix 4 provides detailed descriptions of these soils. 

The links between Hodgkinson Formation and salinity development have been studied 
- -. 

recently in the Mareeba Dibulah Irrigation Area. In that area, it has given rise to 

salindsodic soils and is clearly the source of salts in highly saline groundwater which is 

rising rapidly as a consequence of excessive irrigation. This evidence reinforces the need 

for caution when any form of development is proposed on land associated with the 

Hodglanson Formation. 

6.2 Soil chemistry 

The chemistry of these soils is variable and indicative of both their parent material and 

conditions under which they form. Table 4 lists EC, Cl- and ESP values for the soils. The 

low values for Rule can no doubt be attributed to the intense weathering environment in 

which it has formed. Similarly low figures were found on the Wet Tropic Coast (Smith, 

pers. com.). 
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Gibson, and Greenant have predictably high values for that soil type. 1 

Victor is as mentioned, noteworthy. The surface horizons are similar in nature to those 

of a Non-Calcic Brown Soil (Stace et al., 1968), and have desirable agricultural 

properties. However, the presence of an extremely saline series of horizons reduces it's 

agricultural potential. The depth to these lower saline D horizons varies considerably, 

ranging fiom 1 to 3 m. The mode of formation of these horizons is unclear, although 

alluvidcolluvial innuences are indicated. The difference in their morphology and 

chemistry, and the presence of coarse .fragments suggests they are of different origin to 

the upper horizons. Unlike the other naturally saline soils, Victor does not contain high 

salt levels throughout the profile, only in the subsoil. However, given the very high salt 

content, and the variability in the horizon depths, it was considered necessary to allocate 

it a ranking of "naturally saline". 

6.3 Electro-magnetic induction assessment 

A transect from Lakelands to Carols Bridge on the Laura River was investigated with 

EM techniques. High values were intermittent but were associated with both footslopes 
- - 

and alluvia, particularly the Victor. 

6.4 Water resources 

Lait (unpub.) notes that the recharge of secondary porosity (porosity associated with 

fractures, and other such features) within the Formation is probably greatest in the 

elevated regions. These are often capped with a thin layer of sandstone (F3attlecamp 

Formation and Dalrymple Sandstone). Well yields fiom aquifers vary considerably (0.5 

to 30 Lls), but are generally low, with salinity ranges fiom 4 0  to 14 000 mg/L. Water 

samples fiom the drier locations within the Formation are generally higher in salts than 

those fiom the wetter south-east. It is suggested that longer residence period of 

infiltrated water in the drier areas is probably the reason for their higher salinity levels. 

The tmnsmissivity of the rocks of the Hodgkinson Formation is probably low. 



6.5 Land use and salinity potential 

Land use is variable throughout the area covered by the Hodgkinson Formation. Grazing is 

the dominant industry, but minor areas of horticultud development are present, located 

primarily on alluvia. Minor areas on the alluvial flats have been cleared for improved 

pasture establishment. 

Most soils are relatively infertile, and their morphological characteristics are not condusive 

to agriculture, hence it is unlikely that many areas will be developed for intensive land uses. 

As with the Rolling Downs Group, the hillslope (inflow) soils are unlikely to be irrigated 

due to limitations such as rockiness and slope. Development may be possible on some of 

the plains, and risks would be associated with such moves. 

The possible effects of irrigation are illustrated in the Figure 6, which contains projected 

deep drainage values of the higher risk soils (Eykin, Gibson, Greenmzt, Yicfor). These 

values are in the range to be expected fkom these types of soils. The fieely draining nature 

of the upper horizons of the Victor enables considerable downwards movement of water. 

The change in drainage down the prof3e is shown in Figure 7. Excess applied water i.e 

irrigation would idtrate until it contacts the D horizons. If lateral drainage is prevented, 

water tables will rise, bringing with them mobiised salts. 

Tree clearing is not a large issue in this Landscape, but has occurred in a number of areas. 

Ifunplanned, it may be a cause of secondary 'dinisation. Clearing of slopes greater than 

10% is not recommended. It is suggested that reference is made to the Tree Retention 

Guidelines (Salinity and Contaminant Hydrology Group, in prep) as part of a whole 

property plan when considering the removal of vegetation. 

Large scale geological or topographical restrictions have not been directly considered. 

Given that they are indicated as sigmficant factors in the development of secondary salinity 

in the MDIA, any development plan should include the investigation of such restrictions, if 

they exist. 



Although the potential of secondary salinisation in the Hodgkmon Landscape exists, the 

likelihood of sigdicant modifications in the hydrological balance occuning is low, due to 

the poor suitabity of the soils for many land uses. Nevertheless, it is important that the 

potential for salinity is considered in any land management planning in this Landscape. 



- -- Eykin 
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+ - I Victor 

1 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 
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Figure 6 Calculated deep drainage for selected soils from the Hodgkinson 
Landscape 

1 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 

Rainfall plus irrigation (mmlyear) 

Figure 7 Extrapolation of calculated deep drainage in Victor 



NATURALLY SALINE SOILS 

General 

Large areas of Quaternary coastal deposits, ranging fiom recent tidal flat deposits to 

older clay plains, exist on the west coast of the peninsula, and on the southern and 

eastern margins of Princess Charlotte Bay. The marine origiri of these soils would 

suggest they would contain appreciable salt levels. Chemical analysis and EM work 

confirmed this. 

The marine clay plains grade Corn slightly elevated areas (Grey Vertosols), up to 10 

km inland, to lower, more poorly drained areas (Aquic Vertosols) closer to the tidal 

zones. Although under NR02 only one soil (Marina) is referred to, Gunn et al., 

(1971) discriminated between these two zones, labelling the former as the Marina, and 

the latter as the Carpentaria. Both soils are cracking mottled heavy grey clays, but 

they vary in drainage and most probably saliity. Carpentaria commonly has salt 

encnistations on a surface which is sparsely vegetated with halophytes . The Marina 

of Gunn et al., (1971) is slightly better drained, cracks more often and is frequently 

gilgaied. Grasslands of Sporobolus virginicus, Panicum, Eriachne and Fimbristylus 

spp. dominate. Within both of these soils, local variation can be significant. 

The soils of the tidal flats and margins are also naturally saline. Skardon dominates the 

mangroves and is quite variable. Layered sands and muds with an accumulation of 

organic matter at the surface are common George is also variable, and dominates the 

saltpans. Seasonality has an effect on the nature of the soil. Nassau prevails along the 

drier margins of the saltpans. Appendix 5 provides detailed descriptions of these soils. 

The other soil on the Peninsula that has been designated as naturally saline (Victor) 

was discussed under 5.2. 



Soil chemistry . 

A sample taken from the Princess Charlotte Bay area indicated that chloride levels 

were expectably high, increasing with depth (Table 5). Conductivity, Exchangeable 

Sodium Percentage and S ulphate Sulphur were also high. Cation dominance was Na, 

Mg, Ca, K- 

Table 5 Selected chemistry for Marina, Princess Charlotte Bay 

Electro-magnetic induction assessment 

Elecfro~magnetic induction readings in the Princess Charlotte Bay area were high, and 

corresponded well with predictions. 

Depth 
(cm) 
0-10 

20-30 
50-60 
80-90 

110-120 
140-150 

Land use and salinity 

Cl- (1:5) 
(gt100 g) 

0.186 
0.178 
0.284 
0.230 
0.248 
0.269 

EC (15) 
(dS/m) 

0.91 (60-80) 
1.3 (60-80) 
2.0 (60-80) 
1.6 (60-80) 
1.6 (40-60) 
1.7 (40-60) 

All of the naturally saline soils except for the Marina are unsuitable for agricultural 

use, for a number of reasons e.g flooding, wetness. The fact that they are naturally 

saline does therefore not have many land use implications for current agricultural 

practices on the Peninsula. The coastal clay plains, particularly in the west are grazed 

extensively. Improvement of these native pastures is unlikely, unless salt tolerant 

species are used. 

Clay 
(%) 
68 
69 
68 
69 
52 
38 

ESP 
(%) 
26 
40 
48 
48 
5 0 
53 

SOE4 S 
(mg/Kg) 

247 
3 66 
620 
480 
299 
218 



8.0 OTHER SOILSILANDSCAPES WARRANTING INVESTIGATION 

8.1 General 

A number of other soils/landscapes on the Peninsula contain soils with appreciable 

salt levels at depth. The potential for secondary salinisation in these landscapes is 

unclear, due to insufficient information. The current level of understanding of these 

landscapes suggests that secondary salinity is not likely to be a problem under current 

land management practices, but further investigation is warranted if land use practices 

change. 

The south-western plains 

The alluvial soils, Kennedy and Antbed dominate the floodplains in the 

Kowanyama/Ponnpurraaw, and Lakefield areas. These soils, particularly those 

examples on the western side of the Peninsula contain notable salt levels at depth 

(Table 6). 

Given that these soils are on alluvial plains that are flooded nearly every year, the 

importance of these levels with regards to secondary salinisation is unclear. Both 

Kennedy and Antbed are very hardsetting and slowly to very slowly permeable. Figure 

8 illustrates their calculated deep drainage in comparison to the saline coastal clay 

Marina. It is unlikely that surface irrigation would permeate to such depths to interact 

with the salts (Shaw, pers. corn). Detailed descriptions of the alluvial soils are 

provided in Appendix 6. 
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Table 6 Selected chemistry for Antbed and Kennedy 

1 EC (Electrical Conductivity) is a measure of the total soluble salts 
2 CT (Chloride) is a measure of the content of chloride ion within the soils solution, expressed on a 

weight of soil basis 
3 ESP (Exchangeable Sodium Percentage) is the ratio of Na+to the Cation Exchange Capacity, 

expressed as a percentage 
4 Clay content range expressed as a percentage 

100 

- - 90 
A 

80 
Q, * 70 E - -- Antbed 

E 60 w 
- - - Manna 

50 
C 
" 40 E 
P 
Q 30 
0 )  

20 Mitchell River 

10 

0 

Depth 
(4 

0-10 
20-30 
50-60 
80-90 

110-120 
140-150 

Rainfall plus irrigation (mmlyear) 

ESP 
(%)3 

Figure 8 Calculated deep drainage for Marina, Antbed and Kennedy 

Ab 
2 
6 
11 
26 
47 
52 

Kd 
3 
17 
17 
29 
37 
40 

EC 1:s 
( d ~ l m )  ' 

Ab 
0.01 (40-60)~ 
0.01 (40-60) 
0.04 (50-60) 
0.09 (40-60) 
0.40 (40-60) 
0.45 (40-60) 

c1- 1:s 

(g1100 g)2 
Kd 

0.02 (60-80) 
0.02 (60-80) 
0.27 (60-80) 
0.66 (60-80) 
0.82 (60-80) 
0.56 (60-80) 

Ab 
0.001 
0.001 
0.002 
0.010 
0.054 
0.063 

Kd 
0.001 
0.03 

0.039 
0.098 
0.121 
0.075 



8.3 Edward River Landscape 

The Edward River Landscape consists of gently undulating (1-3%) to undulating (3- 

10%) plains to rises of Kandosols (Clark; Kimba), frequently dissected by shallow, 

narrow (usually <50 m across) drainage depressions (Figure 9). A more detailed 

discussion of the Landscape is provided by Biggs and Philip (1 994). The presence of 

shallow water tables and a soil (Citri) that contains significant salt levels at depth 

indicates that further investigation of the hydrological cycle in the localised landscape 

is necessary. Detailed descriptions of the soils in this landscape are provided in 

Appendix 7. 

Although only one sample of Citri was analysed by NR.02, and the depth of that 

sample was severely restricted by the very hard consistence of the soil, the rapid 

increase in EC from the A to the B horizon (Table 7) warrants further investigation, 

particularly as the upslope soils are suitable for a range of agricultural uses, including 

cropping. Tree clearing and irrigation are likely possibilities in the future. 

- - Table 7 Selected chemistry for Citri 

* CEC is less than 6 m.eq. loog-' soil 

The effect of hydrologic disturbance is difficult to predict. If the hillslopes are 

irrigated, the high permeability of the soils and lack of geological restriction would 

allow considerable deep drainage. It is unknown how much of this water moves 

laterally i.e downslope, but the presence of a seepage zone (Hann) at the margin of the 

drainage depressions suggests that lateral movement is significant. In some 

depressions, shallow water tables can still be found late in the dry season. The very 

low permeability of Citri presents a barrier to further lateral movement. Increased 

water tables, containing salts derived from Citri are possible in Hann. 

ESP 
(%) 
8- 
44 

Cl- (15) 
(g/lOo g) 

0.002 
0.026 

Depth 
(cm) 
0-10 
20-30 

EC (1:5) 
(dS/m) 

0.02 ( 4 0 )  
0.22 (20-40) 



(Not to scale) 

Figure 9 Cross-section of a drainage depression, Edward River Landscape 



9.0 SALINITY MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES 

Strategies for managing salinity in landscapes are outlined in "Salinity management guidelines 

for Queensland" (Salinity and contaminant Hydrology Group, in prep). With reference to the 

particular areas of interest on the Peninsula, some key issues are: 

Development of a better understanding of soiVgeologica1 relationships, and the 

source, nature and mobility of the salts in key areas 

Development of a better understanding of the hydrological balance within the 

landscape 

Utilisation of tree clearing guidelines 

Preparation of strategies for managing irrigation, in particular the removal of 

excess water by de-watering, drainage or other methods 

The particular strategies employed will vary with individual landscapes and the circumstances 

involved. 



10.0 CONCLUSION 

Current information suggests that salinity hazard on Cape York Peninsula is restricted to the 

soils andor sediments associated with the Rolling Downs Group and the Hodgkinson 

Formation. Significant areas of naturally saline soils are present on the coastline of the 

Peninsula, particularly in the central- and south-west. 

Soils associated with the Rolling Downs Group contain low levels of salts and have 

significant potential for development. Unplanned development, including tree clearing andlor 

irrigation, could result in hydrological imbalance and mobilisation of salts held in the near 

surface sediments. 

The soils formed on the Hodgkinson Formation are less likely to be intensively developed, 

but many contain appreciable salt levels at depth. One soil (Victor) contains very high salt 

levels at variable depths. Unplanned tree clearing or irrigation may result in mobilisation of 

salts contained in subsoils. 
- - 

A number of other soilsAandscapes on the Peninsula have been identified as having some 

potential, which is less clearly able to be defined, to develop secondary salinisation. 

Managementlprevention of secondary salinisation on the Peninsula will primarily require 

further investigation of the key soils/landscapes. Property management plans will need to 

include this information and refer to recommended guidelines to develop a long term 

approach to the prevention of secondary salinisation on the Peninsula. 
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APPENDIX 1 

AUSTRALIAN CLASSIFICATION - BRlEF DESCRIPTIONS 

CHROMOSOLS Soils with a strong texture contrast between A horizons and B horizons 

which are not strongly acid (pH 5.5 or greater) and are non-sodic (ESP less than 6). 

DERMOSOLS Soils with structured B horizons and lacking strong texture contrast 

betken A and B horizons. 

HYDROSOLS Soils in which the greater part of the profile is saturated for at least several 

months in most years. 

KANDOSOLS Soils which lack strong texture contrast and have massive or only weakly 

structured B horizons and are not calcareous throughout. 

SODOSOLS Soils with a strong texture contrast between A horizons and sodic B 

horizons which are not strongly acid. 

TENOSOLS Soils with only weak pedological organization apart from the A horizons. 

VERTOSOLS Clay soils with swell-shrink properties that exhibit strong cracking when 

dry and at depth have slickensides and/or lenticular structural aggregates. 
- - 

Note: Only those Orders used in this report are summarised above. For hrther information, 

see "A Classification System for Australian Soilsy' (Isbell, 1993) 



APPENDIX 2 

SOILS OF TECE ROLLING DOWNS GROUP AND ASSOCIA'IXD SURFACES 



l'kmcc - (Ad) 

Ca-# Very dccp Uniform or Gm&t id  yellow W e  ~ & 3  arith aluminour concretions 

CSG: 

PPF: 

Bauxitic Dystrophic Yellow 
I(mdoro1 

Yellow Ealth 

Gently unduiatiog p la i i  on 
platcaux 

T e r t i a r y  and Quaternary 
aluminwr laterite @&€!a) 

E tcmdmra woodlaads and tall 
woodland8 

None 

Ssrfm Eoprse -m Very many 2-6 mm rounded alumino~ concfetione occasiody p m n t  

0 - 0.10 Grey (IOYR 4-511); Sludy clay loam to clay loam fine sandy; Massive or weak 
2-5 mm mguh blocty or moderate 2-5 mm cast; Dry, finn to very firm, Few to 
common 2-6 mm alumhow concretions; Field pH 6.0 to 7.0; Clear boundary to, 

0.10 - 0.20 Yellow-broam or b m  or yellow-gny (10YR 4-60 or 2.5Y 60); Sandy clay 
loam to clay loam; Dry, weak to firm, Few to common 2-6 mm aluminous 
coacte-tions; F ~ l d  pH 6.0 to 6.5; Gradual boundary to; 

0.20 - 0.50 Pale-yellow or yellow-brown (10YR 714-5 or 7.5YR 515); Sandy clay loam to 
clay loam; Massive; Dry, weak to firm, Few to common 2-6 mm aluminous concretions; 
FieM pH 6.0 to 7.0; Gmdual or d i k  boundary to; 

0.50 - 0.80 Pabyellow or yellow or brown or red-brown (10YR 716 or 616 or 7.5YR 614 
or 5YR 5n); Sandy clay loam to clay loam; Massive; Dry, weak to firm, Many to very 
many 620 mm aluminws concr#iom; Field pH 6.5 to 7.0; Ditke boundary to, 

0.80 - 1.50 Red-brown or yellow-brown or yellow or pak-yellow (SYR or 7.5YR 616 or 
lOYR 6716); Sandy clay loam to light clay; Many fine & i t  red mottles occasionally 
pmeIlt; m e ;  Moderately moiat, -, Very many 2-20 mm aluminous concretions; 
F a  pH 6.5 to 7.0. 



ca=e# Dtep a i . d r t i d  d e d  yellow roil formd on rihrtolle, mudetone or claystone 

cflnadtirpc;lu. 

h c k  Femc or Bkrched-Fcnic or 
Mottled or h h p n i c  Muotrophic 
YeUow Dennorol; Bluched- 
Ferric or Moakd Muotmphic 
BmwaDe-1 

PPF: M.74 ,  Gn3.84, Gn3.94, Gn3.04 

hiadform: Gently undulating plains to 
undul8tinglircr 

Cedogv: R o b  Omup m, KIP), 
Bulimba Formation 0, Wdena 
C1.y-m m) 

M i u o m  Occarionally normal gilgai; 
veaical iakxval 0.1 to 0 3  m; 
hor'aontrl interval 5 to 10 m 

Al 0 - 0.05 Dark or grey or brown (10YR 311-2 or 411-3); Very few to common, fme faint 
yellow or orange dtl; Sandy loun to Gae sandy clay loam; Massive to weak 2-5 mm 

hy, firm to very firm, Very few to many 2-6 mm femrghus, ferro-rnanganiferws 
or mngmiferour, d u l e a ;  Field pH 6.0 to 6.5; Abrupt or clear boundary to, 

M(e) 0.05 - 0.15 Occasionally conspicuously bleached - grey or yellow-brown or brown (10YR 
46/24); Few to many fine hiat to distinct yellow to orange mottles; Fw sandy loam to 
fine d y  clay ham; Mwiive; hy, weak to very firm, Very fcw to common 2-6 mm 
f e r m g i ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  fe~manganifeloul or manganifem d u l e s ;  Field pH 5.5 to 6.0; Clear or 
gndurlbouadayto; 

A3 0.15 - 0.45 Yellow-bm or yellow (IOYR 5-6/44); Few to common fuac faint yellow to 
d mottles; Fm sandy clay loun to light clay; Massive; Dy, fum to very firm, Very few 
to abundant 2-6 mm femgimn~~, ferro-manganifer0~8 or mangani fe l~~~ nodules; Field pH 
5 5  to 6.0; Clear or d i f i  boundaryto; 

B1 0.45 - 0 5 5  Yellow-bmwn or yellow (IOYR 5/44 or 616); Common, fine faint to distinct 
yekw to red mottlq Fm d y  clay loam heavy to light clay; Massive to moderate 2-5 
nun sub-ragukt blocky or polyh*, Dry to moderately moist, fum to very firm, very 
fcw to mrny 2-20 mm fcmgimus or ferrctmanganiferou~ nodules; Field pH 5.5 to 6.0; 
Gradual or diffuse boundary to, 

B21 ' 0.60 - 0.70 Yellow-brown or yellow (10YR 516-8 or 614-8); Common to many, fine 
& i t  red d, Light c e  to light medium clay; Modcrate to strong 2-5 mm 
polyhednl; Dy to moderately moist, firm to very firm; Fcw to abundant 2-20 mm 
fixmghu, ferm-mmganifm or maaganifennre nodules; Field pH 5 5  to 6.0; Ditfusc 
bouaQry to; 

I I B22 0.70 - 0.95 Yellow or yellow-brown (10YR 5-6/46); Common to many, fine distinct to 

P romioent red moctkr, Li&t clay to medium heavy clay; Moderate to strong, 2-5 mm 
polyhtdnl; hy to modentely moist, brm; Few to abundant 2-6 mm femginous, femt 
mang8aife1~~ or manpni fem d e s ;  Field pH 5.0 to 6.0; Clear or diffuse boundary 
to; 



B3 1.00 - 1.U) Qroy or prle or yellow-brown (10YR 6/23 or 711-2); Many, finc prominent 
red moaler, Medium h v y  clay to buvy chy; Modents to mag, 2-5 mm lenticukr or 
rub-.qgulu blocky; M w l y  moirt, firm; Very few to many 2 6  o m  femiginoua 
wdu1~1; FIsd pH 4 5  to 5.5; Gndrul bound.y to rock 

Phsse: Rocky phue me): Few, bmuhg to many, 6-60 mm mgdu platy &atone thmufiout. Number of si tg:  1 



c w  Deep Grda t io~ I  or Uniform red muaive soil e t h  fermgimus nodules fonned on remnant surfaces 

Awt: Ferric McroCrophic Red Kandoaol 

V ~ g e M i m  E. Modonto woodlads and tall 
wOOdlaDds 

Mkmm None 

Surface eoruse Very many 2-20 nnn sub-rounded - furuginour nodules occrmonally 
PfCICnt 

Al 0 - 0.03 Dark or gny-brown or b m  (10YR 312 or 7.5YR 34 /24  or SYR 342);  Sandy 
loam to clay loam; Masaive; Dry, wuL to fum; Many to very many 2-20 mm ferruginous 

0.1 0 nodules; Etcld pH 6.0 to 6.5; Abrupt or clear boundary to, 

A31B1 0.15 - 0.45 Red or red-brown or yellow-brown or yellow Q5YR 4/64 or 5YR or 1OYR 
54/46); Saody clay loam to clay loam; Massive; Dry, Srm to very firm; Few to very 
many 2-20 mm fernginow nodules; Fsld pH 6.0 to 6.5; Difbc boundaq to, 

. -.. 
'.*:. 

BZ1 0.45 - 0.65 Red or red-brown (10R 3416-8 or 2.5YR or 5YR 34/46); Clay loam to sandy 
light clay; Madwe; Dry, .firm, Common to very many 2-20 mm f emgkua  nodules; 
Field pH 6.0 to 6.5; D i h  bouodary to, 

A2 0.03 - 0.15 Grcy or yellow-brown or brown or red-brown or red (IOYR 4-5/24 or 5YR 

-a 3/34 or 2.5YR 414); Sandy loam to clay loam; Massive; Dry weak to very firm; Many 
to very many 2-20 mm fernginow nodules; Field pH 6.0 to 6.5; Gradual boundary to, 

B22 0.65 - 1.00 Red (1OR 416 or 25YR 316); Clay loam to light clay; Massive; Dry to 
moderately moist, firm; Many to very many 2-20 mm fernginous nodules; Field pH 6.0. 

I Limit of augering 



Name: 

GSG: 

PPF: 

Laedhlc 

Cedogv: 

Lydi. 

Deep bleached ChdUbarl or Duplex d e d  grey so-& overlying niltame or mudstone 

Bleached-Ferric or Bluchd- 
M q u l i c  Dulm8olic Redoxic 
H y M ,  Bkrhod-Acidic or 
Bleached-Mottled Merotmphic 
Cfroy Dermwol 

Dowry @), Leached 
clay .nd 8ilt (Czc) 

Mkm~maM None 

S w f ~ ~ ~ e o r v s e  Many 2-6 mm sub-rounded 
-: femginous nodules occasionally 

P-nt 

Al 0 - 0.03 Dark or grey (IOYR 3-511-2); Few fne distinct orange mottles occasionally 
p-, Loamy fine rand to dty clay loam; Massive; Dry, finn to very t h ,  Field pH 5.5 
to 6.0; A b ~ p t  boundary to; 

A&! 0.04 - 0.20 Conspicuously bleached - grey or yellow-brown (10YR 5-612-3); Few fine 
distinct motuw occaaiodly p q  Loamy fine sand to silty clay loam; Massive; 
Dry, 6rm to very firm, Few to ccmunon 2-6 mm f e r m w s  or mganiferws nodules 
ocdonally prerent; meld pH 5.0 to 6.0; Cleat or gradual bounQry to, 

B1 0.20 - 0.50 Grey or yellow-brown (IOYR 6/24); Common to many k c  faint yellow to red 
dtl; FW d y  clay loam to fine laady light clay; Massive to weak 2-5 mm sub- - b k b ;  Dry, bnn; Field pH 5 5  to 6.0; Diffise boundaq to; 

B21 0.50 - 0.75 Grey or pale or yellow-broam (IOYR 6-712-3); Many & i t  fine orange or 
red d e n ;  Light clay; Moderate 2-5 mm polyhedral to angular blocky; Common to msny 
2-6 mm f e m w s  nodden occasionally present; Dry, firm; Field pH 5.0 to 5.5; Clear or 
difhue bouodary to, 

B22 0.75 - 1.00 Grey or pak (lo= 5-711-2); Few to m a y  & i t  fine yellow to red a 
Light clay to medium clay; Stmqg 2-5 mm polyhedral; Dry to moderately mob, weak to 
firm; Very few to common 2-6 nun rmnganiferous, fefm-manganiferous or ferngin- 
nodules; F d d  pH 5.0 to 6.0. 

Limit of augehg 



N.pe: M W  m 

copCept: Dtsp Uniform or Gradational mottled yellow stn~ctund clay mils fonned on siltstom, mudstone or claystone 

GSC: 

PPF: 

LsPdforn. 

Motrled or Fenic or MMgJBic 
Burmphic Yellow or Brown 
Dormor01 

R O W  Oroup W), 
Wilimba Fonnacion and 
wokna clay8tonc @lo) 

Al 0 - 0.05 Dark or grey (IOYR 3-411-2); Few fine faint yellow or orange mottles; Clay loam 
to light clay; Moderate 2-5 mm granular, cast or sub-angular blocky; Dry, firm to very 
m Few 2 6  mm manganiferous n o d k ,  Field pH 5.5 to 65;  Abrupt boundary to, 

A3 0.05 - 0.20 Grey or yellow or ycllow-brown or brown (IOYR 4-5n-S)., Few to many fine, 
lint yellow, onage or brown d, Light clay; Moderate 2-5 mm polyhedral or sub- - blocIry., Dry, weak to very *, Few to many 2-6 mm fermginous or 
d f w  mduiea; F ~ l d  pH 5 5  to 6.0; Clear or diffuse bowQry to, 

B1 0.20 - 035  Brown or yellow (IOYR 414 or 5/46); Few to many fine faint to distinct 
yekw to red or grey mottles; Light clay to medium clay; Moderate to strong 2-5 mm 
pdyhedd, Dty to &entelY &ii h n  to very firm, Few to common 2-6 mm 
~ f e r o w  or femrgirrour nod* Field pH 5.5 to 6.0; Diffuse boundary to; 

B21 0.35 - 0 5 0  Yellow-brown or yellow (IOYR 5-6/44); Common to many, th, faint to 
diainct red or grey m d ~  Light clay to medium heavy clay; Moderate to strong 2-5 mm 
polyhedral or abanplu  blocky; Moderately moisr, weak to very firm; Few to many 2 6  
nnn nuqpdfuour or fernginom oodulea; Field pH 5 J to 6.0; Diffuse bouDday to; 

B22 050 - 0.80 YeUw-brown or yelloar (10YR 5-6/46); Few to m y  fioe f i t  yellow to 
red or grey mottlca; Light medium clay to heavy clay; Moderate to strong 2-5 mm 
pdjkdd, d-mguh blooky or lenticular, Moderately moist, we& to very firm, Few b 
many 2 4  mm manganifemu or f e m ~  nodules; Eeld pH 5 5  to 6.0; Difh\se bounQy 
to, 

B23 0.80 - 1.10 Grey or yellow-brown (IOYR 6/24); Common to many distinct red moales, 
~tdikn heavy clay to heavy clay; Strong, 2-5 mm lenticular, Moderately moist, tirm to 
very m Pew 2-6 mm femginoua to common 2 6  mm manganifemus nodules; Reid pH 
6.0 to 7.0 

Limit of augcring 



ColwpL: ~ e c p  uniform cracking brown or gny atn~~tuced clay, formed on recent expoaucu of siltsto~s, claystones or 
nn&oltw 

PPF: Ug5 24, Ug5.34, Ug5.35 

Gealoav: Rolliog Dowm Gnw (m), 
Bulimba FormationWi) and 

Norrml gi1g.i; vertical b w a l  
0.2-0.4 m; horizoartrf iatewal 
3-8 m 

Swfoceeo~rse-. None 

0 - 0.03 Dark or grey (1OYR 3-411-2); Few to common tine f a ' i  orange mottles; Light 
mediim clay to medium huvy clay; Moderate 2-5 mm granular, Dry, tirm to strong; Few 
to common 2-6 mm mmgaaiferous or femrgiaow nodules; Field pH 5.5 to 6.5; Abrupt or 
c lu t  tmdafy to, 

0.03 - 0.25 Gny or brown (IOYR 412-4); Common tine S i t  oraqge or brown mowlea; 
mt medium clay to medium huvy clay; Moderate 2-5 mm lenticular or sub-angular 
b10~b;  Dy to modentely moist, finn to very Few to many 2-6 mm manganiferous 
mdula; Field pH 5.5 to 65;  Gradual or d i fbc  bounday to; 

0.25 - 0.40 Grey or yel iow-bm (IOYR 412 or 25Y 514); Common to many fine, faint 
to d W t  grry or orange d e s ;  Medium clay to heavy clay; Moderate to strong 2-5 mm 
kdculu or mb-mpiar blocky; Moderately kist, finn to very w, Few to common 2- 
6 mm maqganiferow or f c r n t ~ f e ~  nodules; Field pH 6.0 to 6.5; D i m  
bouoQryt0; 

B22 0.40 - 0.80 Grey or ycllow-brown (IOYR or 2SY 512-3); Common to many faint or 
didact, yeliow, grey or red mottles; Medium heavy clay to heavy clay; Moderate to 
atmag 2-10 mm Icaticukr, Moderately mo* very firm, Very few to few 2-6 mm 
mmgmiferow d e r ;  Field pH 5 5  to 7.0; Diffuse boundary to; 

s 
s 
\ 
s 
\ 

E3 \\ 

'I 

B23 0.80 - 150 Grey or yellow-bmam (25Y4/2 or lOYR 514); Common to many fine fa'- to 
d k b t  orange or grey &, Medium heavy clay to huvy clay; Stmng 5-10 mm 
kr&ukr, Moderately moist, h a  to very brm; Few 2-6 mm manganiferous nodules; Field 

1.40 pH 7.0 to 7.5. 



cO-# Doq at.d.tiooll or Uniform yellow massive mil with fernginmu or rmnganiferour nodules formed on latcriscd 
mmolarr of BuIidu Ponnation 

GSG: 

PPF: - 

Mmganic or B l e a c h e d - v c  
Mwotqhic Yellow Kmdom1; 
Ferric Mesotrophic Brown 
K.ndo101 

Gently undulating plains to 
undulating r im 

E &ondoma woodlands and tall 
W00dkIldl 

~aceeolrditiorr: Hardretting 

Wax coprse fmpmfx Many 2-6 mm fenuginous nodules occasionally present 

Sd Demiption: 

0 - 0.03 Dak or brown or grey (IOYR 312 or 4/14); Loamy tine sand to fine sandy clay 
loaaq Massive; Dry, firm to very m, Few to very many 2-6 mm fermginous nodules; 
Field pH 6.0 to 6.5; Abmpt boundary to, 

0.03 - 0.20 Grry or brown (10YR 4l24 or 7.5YR 4-514); Loamy fine sand to fine sandy 
clay loM; Manive; Dry, fins; Common to many 2-6 mm fenuginous or manganiferws 
*, F d  pH 5.5 to 6.5; Clear or d i M  boudary to, 

0.20 - 0.45 &oam or yel low-bm or yellow (IOYR 415 or 5-616 or 7.5YR 516); Fine 

d y  clay loam to clay loam; Mansive; Dry, weak to firm, Common to very many 2-6 
mm fermginous or fcrm-mmganiferous or manganiferous nodules; Field pH 5.5 to 6.0; 
Gradual or diffuse bouodary to, 

0.45 - 0.60 Yellow-brown or yellow (7.5YR 5 /68  or lOYR 616); Few to many fine 
distinct olaqgc to red W e s ;  Fm d y  clay loam to clay loam heavy; Massive; Dry, 
weak to firm, Many to very many 2-6 mm fenugimw or femo-manganifemus or 
manganifmws nodules; Field pH 5,s to 6.0; Diffuee bouadary to, 

0.60 - 1.20 Yellow-brown or yellow (10YR 6/46); Fw randy cky loam to clay loam 
heavy; Masaive; Dry, we& to firm; Very m y  2-6 mm fenuginous or ferro- 
mmganiferaus or manganiferour nodulcs; EleM pH 5 5  to 6.0; 

Limit of augcring 



Nsl~le: we-* (WP) 

CaDeepL: Deep Gndational or Uniform & W e  roil with alu* concretions 

PPF: Gn2.14, Gn2.15, Um4.21, 
Um4.23 

L ~ d f o ~ m :  Level to g d y  u d d a h g  p u  
00 plateaux 

Gedogy: T e r t i a r y  and Quaternary 
--CrstQa) 

Vegewioa E. re- woodhda and tall 
woodlado 

~acecoprsefmgmeaW Very many 2-6 mm 
d u b  concretionll 

0 - 0.08 Dark or grey or brown or &-brown (10- 2-4/2, or 7.5YR 4/34, or 5YR 4 4 ;  
Loam to clay loam heavy; Massive or weak 2-5 mm sub-angular blocky or moderate 2-5 
mrn cart; Dry firm, Few 2-6 mm medium alurninous to femginous concretions; Field pH 
6.0 to 7.0; A b ~ p t  or clear boundary to; 

0.08 - 0.25 Grcy or brown or red-brown (10YR 412-4, or SYR 416 or 515); Clay loam 
sandy to clay loam heavy; Massive; Dy, w, Very few to few 2-6 mm sluminous to 
fermgitnn~~ concretiom; Fiefd pH 6.0 to 6.5; Gradual boundary to, 

0.25 - 0 3 5  Red or red-brown or brown QSYR 318 or 415; or 5YR 316 or 414 or 516-8; or 
7JYR 416); Sandy clay loam to clay loam; Massive; Dry, firm, Very few to common 6-20 
mm ahtmimua to fermgiwus comnrionr, Field pH 7.0; Gradual or diffiee boundary to; 

0 3 5  - 0.55 Red or red-brown (2.5YR 318 or 416%; or 5YR 416 or 518); Fm sandy clay 
loam to clay loam; Massive; Dry, weak to firm, Few to very many 6-20 mm aluminous 
 OM; Feld pH 7.0; Gndual boundq to, 

0.55 - 0.90 Red or red-brown Q.5YR 416 or SYR 518); Fine sandy clay loam to light clay; 
Massive; Dry, w&, Very many 6-24 mm alumiaous or femgiaous concretioas; Weld pH 
7.0. 

Limit of auger* 



APPENDIX 3 

SALINITY RATINGS 

N.B. This table assumes most of the salts present are chloride. If other salts are present, permissible ECI:~ values can be higher than those given 

above. 

(Source: Shaw, 1988) 

Plant salt 
tolerance 
~r0"P 

Sensitive 
Moderately 
sensitive 
Moderately 
tolerant 
Tolerant 
ver~ 
tolerant 
Generafly 
too saline 

Soil salinity 
rating 20-40% clay 

EG:s 
(dslm) 

Vely low 
Low 

Medium 

Hish 
Very high 

Extreme 

40-6096 clay 10-20% clay 

CC:s 
(g/ 1 OOg) 

<0.05 <0.008 c0.08 <0.012 <O. 12 c0.01 <O. 18 <0.028 
0.10 0.016 0.165 0.025 0.25 0.037 0.37 0.055 

0.25 0.038 0.40 0.060 0.58 0.09 0.85 0.13 

0.45 0.066 0.67 0.10 1 .OO 0.15 1.5 0.22 
0.70 0.105 1.05 0.16 1.58 0.28 2.4 0.35 

>0.70 >O. 105 >1.05 >0.16 >1.58 >0.24 >2.4 W.35 

EG:s 
(dslm) 

60-80% clay 

EC1:s 
(dSIm) 

CBs 
( d l  OOg) 

ECi:s 
(dslm) 

C4:s 
( d l  OOg) 

Chs 
(dl OOg) 



APPENDIX 4 

SELEC'IED SOILS OF THE HODGKINSON FORMATION AND ASSOCIATED 

SURFACES 



C w  Moderately deep Duplex d i c  grey soils formed on greywacke and alate 

Eutrophic MottledSubnarric Grey 
Sodlmol 

GSG: SolodicSoi 

PPF: Dy3.43, Dy3.42 

Laadfo~: Uddating r i m  to rolling hills 

VeeetOtioe: E. cdenii, Ecnbm or E. 
persistms woodLudr and open 
woodLudr 

Micro-. None 

M o c e c o ~ r s e ~ ~  Abundant 6-60 mm 
angular greywacke and 
date 

0.W Al 0 - 0.04 Dark or brown (10YR 312 or 7.5YR 413); Loamy sand to aandy loam; Few to 

0.04 (105 many 2-6 mm angular metamorphic or sub-rounded quartz coarse fragments; Massive; 
Dry, m, Field pH 5.5 to 7.0; Abmpt or clear boundary to; 

a15 ~ 2 e  0.04 - 0.15 Conspicuously b~ached - brown or yeuow-h-own (IOYR 4-514 or 5/31; 

Q20 Loamy sand to sandy loam; Common to m y  6-20 mm angular metamorphic coarse 
fragmnte; Massive; Dry, M, Field pH 5.5 to 6.5; Abrupt boundary to; 

B1 0.15 - 0.20 Yellow-brown (lOYR 5414 or 7.5YR 514); Sandy clay to light medium clay; 
Common 6-20 mm angular platy metruaorphic or sub-rounded quartz coam frsgments; 
Marsive to weak 2-5 mm sub-angular blocky; Dry, very firm; Field pH 6.0; Clear or 
d u a l  M r y  to; 

a46 
BZ 0.20 - 0.45 YeUow-grey 4.5Y 5-6B-k); Common to many fk f '  zed or yelow 

motdes; Light medium clay to medium heavy clay; Many to very many 2-20 mm angular 
metamoqhic or qu- cosrsc fragments; Moderate to stcoog 2-50 mm sub-angular to 
angular blocfry; Dy, very firm to sfrong; Field pH 6.0 to 9.0; Clear or gradual boundary 
to; 

B3 0.45 - 0.60 Yellow-grey or pak g 5 Y  67/3); Few to common fine faint grey to & i t  
red a d  yellow d e e ;  Light clay; Many 2-6 mm angular platy metamorphic coarse 
fragments', Moderate 2-5 mm sub-angular blocky; Dry, finn to very strong; Field pH 6 5  

(180 to 73; D i h  boundary to; 

C Rock 



N 1 ~ e :  Qiiaon (Cir) 

C m  Dtep Duplex d c  yellow or grey roilr oa colluvial ud pediments from greywacke and date 

GSG: 

PPF: 

LaDdfom: 

Eutrophic Mottled-Subnatric 
Yelloar Sodord, Sodic Sodo10liC 
Redoxic Hyd~moI 

E. EhlomphyIh, E. tnicmd~~ca or 
E. a c ~ a  woodlaads a d  open 
wodand8 

None 

S P n F a c e c m m ~ e n k x  None 

Al 0 - 0.03 Dark, grey or gny-brown 0.5YR 34/2 or lOYR 4-5/2 or 2.5Y 411-2); Loamy 
0.05 aand to loam; Massive; Dry, weak to firm; Field pH 6.0 to 7.0; Abrupt or clear 

-to; 

Ah? 0.03 - 0.25 Conspicuouely bleached - grey or yellow-brown or yellow-grey (IOYR 5/24 or 
613 or 2.5Y 6/24); Lolrmy sand to sandy loam; Few to common 2-20 mm sub-angular 
quutz; Massive; Dry, weak to very firm, Field pH 5.5 to 6.5; Abrupt or gradual 
bouodayto; 

050 
A31B1 0.25 - 0.50 Grey or yellow-grey or yellow-bmam or pale Q.5Y 512-3 or lOYR 6-714); 

Pew to cctmmon fine distinct yelloar to orange d e s ;  Sandy clay loam to sandy light 
clay; Manaive to rtroqg .ngutat blocky; Few to many 2-5mm mangartifernus nodules 
occarionally p q  Field pH 6.0; Ckar or gradual bcundary to', 

0.75 
B21 0.50 - 0.80 Grey or yellow-brown or yellow-grty or yellow (IOYR 6/24 or 2.5Y 511 or 

514); Few to many fine & i t  yellow, orange or rcd d a ;  Sandy light medium clay to 
medium heavy clay; Strong 2-20 mm sub-angular blocky to p h t i c ;  Moderately moist, 
firm to v e y  strong; &Id pH 5.0 to 8.0; Gradual or di- bounday to; 

1 .MI B22 0.80 - 1.00 Yebw-bmwn or grey (IOYR 6/3-5 or 5Y 5/2); Few to many tine & i t  
yellow, orange or rtd Ma; Sandy medium clay to medium clay; Strong 2-5 mm 
angular blocky to 5-10 mm p h t i c ;  Moderately moist, strong; Field pH 8.0 to 10.0; 
D i W  bouoduy to; 

B23 1.00 - 1.20 Yebw-grey or pak or grey (2.5Y 614 or 712 or 5Y 611); Few to many fine 
W to distiatt yellow, oraqgc or d monks, Light medium clay silty to medium clay; 
Strollg 2-5 mm angular blocky to. 10-20 mm p h t i c ;  Moderately moist, strong; Many 2- 
6 nrm crlcueoue nodules occasionally present; Field pH 9.0 to 10.0 

Limit of augering 



Name: Glecnallt (01) 

cO@=w Deep Duplex rodic acid to alkaliiae yellow IOP formed on alluvial p l e i  

GSGI 

PPP: 

Merotmphic MottledSubnatric 
Yellow Grey or Bream Sodowl; 
Bleached-Mangadc Sodorolic 
Redoxic H y d d  

E. dJomphyIla, E. micmrircca or 
E. acmhca woodlands and open 
woodhda 

Surfsceeoorsefragaen$I: None 

AI 0 - 0.05 Dark or grey or grey-brown (IOYR 3-92 or 7.5YR 412); Few f i  faint brown or 
o ~ g e  moafer occasionally pccmnt; Loamy sand to fm sandy clay loam; Massive; Dry, 

ar o firm to drong; Field pH 6.0 to 7.0; Abrupt or gradual boundary to; 

A% 0.05 - 0.40 Coaspicuouely bicached - grey or yellow-brown or brown or pale (10YR 5-6/2- 
4 or 7.5YR 5-7/3); Loamy sand to fine sandy clay loam; Massive; Dry, finn to strong; 
Field pH 5.5 to 6.5; Cleat or gradual boundary to; 

A3IBl 0.40 - 0.85 Yellow-brown or yellow or pale (IOYR 513-5 or 614-6 or 711-3); Few to 
conmron fine distinct orange or red mottles; Sandy clay loam to medium clay; Massive to 
modente 2-5 nrm rubangular blocky; Dry, firm to strong; Field pH 5 5 to 6.0; Clear or 
~duatboulrdaryto; 

it2 0.85 - 1.20 Brown or yellow-brown or yellow or yellow-grey or pale (10YR 4414 or 
lOYR 615 or 2.5Y 412 or 811); Few to many fine distinct yellow, orange or red mottles; 
Light clay to medium heavy clay; Moderate to mag 2-50 mm angular or sub-angular 

as0 blocky, or prismrtic, Dry to modentely moist, very firm to v e y  strong; Field pH 5.5 to 
9 .o; 

Limit of augering 

Number ofsiics 14 



Name: Hodpe (Hp) - Very W o w  to llhaltow bleached Unifonn or Gmdatiod brown mils f o d  on grtpacke and alate 

GSG: 

PPF: 

Landform: 

Hodgkhon Formation (D-Ch), 
aiuagoe iblmation (s-Db), 
Latk River Cod M a s u m  (Pur) 

E. cullen#, Ecrebm or E. 
pe* woodhda and open 
woodlands 

SorCsce mnrl;t;M. Hud#ttiqg, ~ 0 M l l y  soft 

Surface coarse *& Very many 6-200 mm angular gctycvacke, date or quack 

Soil Dedptkm 

Al 0 - 0.05 Dark or grey (7.5YR 3412); Sand to loam; Many 6-20 mm to very many 20-60 
mm angular metamorphic; M&e; Dy, weak to firm, Field pH 5.5 to 6.5; Sharp or 

0.1 0 clcar bouaQry to, 

A2e 0.05 - 0.20 Brown (7.5YR 5/34); Sand to sandy clay loam; Many 6-20 mm to very many 
20-60 mm angular metamorphic; Massive; Dry, weak to firm; Field pH 5.5 to 6.5; Clear 
or diffuse boundary to, 

B3 (tkqueatly present) 0.20 - 0.30 Brown (7SYR 614); Saudy loam to clay loam sandy; 
Many 6-20 mm to very many 2060 nun angular metamorphic; Massive; Dry, weak to firm; 
Fild pH 5.5; Cku or *dual boundary to; 

Rock 



Name: Jeannie (Jn) 

c-=# Moderately dcep Gradational or Unifbrm yellow soils formed on greywacke and slate 

Mottled or Bleached-Mottled 
Mcs&op&c Yellow D e d  
Haplic Meaotrophic Brown 
KMdoaoI; 

Yellow EhwYellow PodZdic 
Soil 

Undulating rires to hills 

E. cullcnii, E.crebra, E. 
persistens, or E. hylandii 
wodandn and open woodlands 

None 

SPrtmx eoslse ~ e n b x  Common to mrny 6-20 
mm greywacke, alate or qua- 

0 - 0.03 Dark or gtey-broam or brown (10YR 312 or 7.5YR 3/2 or 412-3); Sandy loam to 
light clay; Few to many 2-20 mm rubangutar to angular platy owamorphic coarse 
f r a m ;  M d v e ;  Dry, firm to very firm; Field pH 5.5 to 6.5; Clear or abrupt 
Wadaryto; 

0.03 - 0.15 Occasionally conspicuously bleached - yellow-brown or brown (IOYR or 
7.5YR 5B); Sandy loam to light clay; Common to many 2-60 mm sub-angular to angular 
platy metamorphic conme fragments; Massive; Dry, firm to very k, Field pH 5.5 to 
6.0; Clear or gradual boundary to; 

0.15 - 0 3 0  Yellow-brown, broom or grey (IOYR 4-93 or IOYR 5-614 or 2.5Y 5/2); Few 
fiat distinct red m d a  & d y  present; Sandy loam to light medium clay. Few to 
m y  2 6 0  mm W l a r  to angular platy metamorphic coarse fiagmcnts', Massive to 
moderate 2-5 mm aub-ragular blocky to polyhedd, Dry, 6im to very m, Field pH 5.5 
to 6.0; Ckar bourrdary to; 

0 3 0  - 0 5 0  Yellow-brown or yellow (7.5YR or lOYR 5-615-6); Few to common fine 
& i t  red mottles; Clay loam heavy to light medium clay; Massive to strong 2-5 mm 
mgdac blocky to polyhcdr& Few to many 2-60 mm &-angular to angular platy 
metamnphic coarse fragmcots; Dry, weak to firm, Field pH 5.5 to 6.0; Clear or gradual 
bouoduy to; 

0 5 0  - 0.70 Yellow (IOYR 516 or 615); Common Groc d i e t  d monies; Light medium 
clay to medium clay; Massive to strong 2-5 mm angular blocky to polyhedral, Many 2 4  
mm angular m&morphi~ coarse fragmnts; Dry to moderately moist, weak to firm; Field 
pH 5.0 to 6.0; D i h  boundary to; 

0.70 - 90 Red-broam or yellow (SYR 5-616 or lOYR 516); Light clay to silty light rned'lum 
clay; b y  2 4  mm angular platy metamorphic coarse fragments', Massive; Dry, %, 
Field pH 6.0; Mfbe baadary to; 

C Rock 



Name: Kingjack (Kj) 

c w  Modezately decp GnQtional IYM-dic yellow roils on colluvia and pediments from gnywacke and slate 

Aurl: Bleached-Mded Merotmphic 
Brown DemKmol 

GSG: Yellow PockolicSoil 

PPF: WOd.84,0c13.04, GcL3.05, Dy5.41 

Laadfow: Gently undulatiog plains, to 
undulating rirer 

Gedogv: Plcistoce~t? and recent collwia 
(h) 

me. None 

Slufs~ewdakUK HudrettiDg 

Swf'aceeosrsefragmenQ: None 

SoilDeseriptBe: 

A1 0 - 0.03 Dark or grey (10YR 3-511-2); Few fine distinct orange mottles occasionally 
prwcnt; Fi d y  loam to silty clay loam; Massive; Dry, weak to very firm; Field pH 
6.0 to 7.0; Abrupt or clear boundary to, 

A2e 0.03 - 0.15 Conspicuously bleached - grey or yellow-brown (IOYR 412 or 5612-3); Few 
finc faint to distinct orange mottka occasionally present; Fi aandy loam to silty clay 
loam; Manaive; Dry, firm to very firm, Field pH 5.5 to 6.5; Abrupt or clear boundary 
to; 

A31B1 0.15 - 0.40 Yellow-brown or yellow-grey or yellow (10YR 514 or 616 or 2.5Y 513 or 616); 
Few to common fine hint to distinct yellow to red d e s ;  Fi sandy clay loam to light 
clay; Weak to moderate 2-5 mm &-angular blocky; Dry, finn to very firm; Field pH 
5.5 to 6 3; Clur or gradual boundary to; 

B22 0.40 - 1.00 Yellow or yeIIow-py (IOYR 5616-8 or 2.5Y 5-614); Few to many fine 
& i t  to p e n t  brown, yellow, orange, red or p y  d a ;  Fi sandy light clay to 
Miurn clay; Many to abundant angular to sub-rounded qua* to metamorphic coarse 
hgmeats d o n a l l y  present; Moderate to stFong 2-10 mm angular to sub-angular 
blocky; Dry to moderately moist, firm to stro~lg; Few to many < 2-20 mm f e r r u g g ~  
mdulca occasionally preacns; Field pH 5.5 to 7.0. 



Name: Rule m 

coeCepL: Dtep Ondrtional or Unifonn structured red clays derived firom gnpacke and alate 

Aurt: W l i c  Mcmtqhic Red Denma01 

GSG: NSG 

LMdd01m: Hilldoper on undulating &s to 
rolling hua 

Veeetptiolp: C l d  forcat of the Wet Tropics 
Region 

SluCaceoo~rsehugme~&% None 

Al 0 - 0.07 Dark (7.5YR 2/2 or 7.5YR or 10YR 311-2); Light clay loam to light clay; 
Modente to strong 2-5 mm Dry to moderately moist, weak to firm, Field pH 5.5 to 
7.0; Clear boundary to, 

0.20 A3m1 0.07 - 0.35 Brown or red-brown Q.5YR or 5YR 313 or 414); Clay loam to light medium 
clay; Modente to strong < 2-5 mm mb-angular to polyhedral, Moderately moist, wesk to 
firm, Field pH 6.0 to 7.0; Clur  or gradual boundary to; 

I 

B21 0.35 - 0.55 Red or rcd-bm Q.5YR or 5YR 3/44 or 416); Light medium clay to 
medium clay; Strong 2-5 mm rub-.ngufar to polyhedral; Moderately moist, fm to very 
firm; Field pH 6.0 to 7.0; Gndual boundary to, 

B22 055  - 0.80 Red (2JYR 3416); Light medium clay to medium heavy clay; Strong 2-5 
mm sub-.agukr, Modentely moia, firm; Field pH 6.0 to 7.0; Gradual boundary to; 

B233/B3 0.80 - 1.20 Red (2JYR or 75YR 416); Light medium clay silty to medium clay; Strong 
2-5 mm subangutarblocky; Moderately moist, .firm; Field pH 6.0 to 7.0. 



Victor (Vc) 

Very deep mkx d i c  red 4 s  wer saline horizons, formed on temces of major stmms and rivers 
associated with Hodgkinson 
Formation 

PPF: Df2.22, Dr3.43, h3.42 

Laadform: Terraced land 

VegcMkm E. chlotvphyk, E. micmhca or 
E. acrdcuea woodlands and open 
woodlands, E. tctrodonta 
woodland11 

A1 0 - 0.04 Dark or occasionally grey (7.5YR or lOYR 312 or 411); Fw sandy loam to clay 
loam fine sandy; Massive; Dry, firm to moist, weak Eleld pH 7.0 to 8.0; Abrupt or 
clear boundary to; 

A2 0.04 - 0.15 Red-brown or yellow-brown (5YR 4/34 or lOYR 614); Fm sandy loam to 
fine sandy clay lam; Massive; Dry firm to moist weak; Field pH 6.0 to 7.5; Clear 
bounduyto; 

A3/Bl l  0.15 - 0 3 0  Red-bmwn or brown or occasionally yellow (SYR 314 or 4/54 or 7.5YR 413 
or lOYR 615); Common fine f a i i  yellow monles occasionally present; Fine sandy loam 
heavy to light clay; Massive or weak 2-5 mm sub-nngutclr blocky; Dry to moderately moist, 
firm to very firm; Field pH 6.0 to 7.5; Clear or gradual to ; 

Bl/Bl2 0.30 - 0.50 Red or red-brown or yellow (2.5YR 415 or 5YR 315 or 414 or lOYR 615); 
Common fine f a i i  red mottles; Clay loam fine sandy heavy to light mdium clay; Massive 
to moderate < 2 mm angular blocky; Moderately moist, firm to very tim, Field pH 6.5 to 
7 5; Clur or p d u a l  bounda ry to; 

B2l 0.50 - 0.85 Red or red-brown (2JYR 3-41 or SYR 316 or 414); Many fine d i i c t  yellow 
amttlee; Fi sandy light medium clay to medium heavy clay; S h g  2-5 mm sub-aoguiat 
to angular blocky; Moderately momobt, very tirm; F ~ l d  pH 6.5 to 7.0; Gradual boundary 
to; 

B22 0.85 - 1.05 Red ( 2 . 5 k  315 or 417); Fi sandy light clay to light medium clay silty; 
Moderate 5-10 am angular blocky to ~ o n g  2-5 mm angular blocky; Dry, strong to 
moderately moirt, very fintr; Field pH 7.0; Gradual b d r y  to; 

1.05 - 1 3 0  Red (2.5YR 416 or Sn); Fi sandy light clay to light medium clay silty; 
Modente 5-10 am angular blocky to smng 2-5 mm angular blocky; Dry, strong to 
ndaately moist, very firm; Ftetd pH 7.0; Gradual boudaq to; 

B24 . 1 3 0  - 1.50 Red or red-brown Q.5YR 5l7 or SYR 416); Fhc sandy light clay to medium 
clay silty; Moderate 2-10 am angular blocky; Dry, strong to moderately moist, very firm; 
Field pH 7.0; 

Limit of augccing 

Sim a d  salhc horizoas at depth 



N a i w  Wclkmka OM;) 

Deep bleached Gradatiod m d i c  yellow soils f o d  on alluvial plains derived from gnywacke and slate 

Aud. Bleached-Mottled or Bleached- 
Maagaric or Bleached or Moakd 
Merormphic Yellow D e d  

CSC: YeltowPadzdic 

PPF: Qn3.84,Gn3.04 

Landform: Gently uoddating l w i a l  phiins 

Cedogy: Qua-ry a M +  (Q4 
Plcistoceat? a d  recent colluvia 
(k) 

VegeMhc E. c h k s m C r ,  E. nowguinemis 
or E plycarpa woodlands and 
open woodlands 

A1 0 - 0.03 Dark or grey or brown (10YR 3-511-2 or 413); Fm sandy loam to fine sandy 
clay loam; Massive; Dry, weak to very fum., Field pH 5.5 to 6.5; Abrupt boundary to; 

AZe 0.03 - 0.15 Conspicuouely bleached - grey or yellow-brown (10YR 5-612-3); Few to 
common finc f . i  yellow to orange d e s ;  Fi sandy loam to fine sandy clay loam; 
Massive; Dry, fum to strong; Field pH 6.0 to 6.5; Clear boundary to; 

A3 0.15 - 0.30 Yellow-brown or yellow (10YR 5-6/45); Common fine faint to distinct yellow 
to otaqge mottles; Ei sandy clay loam to clay loam heavy; Massive; Dry, f m  to 
stroag; Very few < 2 mm fenughus or fe-manganifemus manganifemus nodules 
o c c a e i d y  preseat; F ~ l d  pH 6.0; Clear boundary to, 

B1 0.30 - 0.40 Yellow-brown or brown or yellow (10YR or 7.5YR 514 or 616); Common to 
numy tine f a i i  to distinct yellow to red moalcs; Clay loam heavy to light clay; Weak to 
moderate 2-5 mm angular to mbangular blocky; Dry, finn to strong; Very few < 2-6 
mm femgbous or ferro-manganifems or manganifews mdules occasionally present; 
FieldpH5.5to65; Clearordiffuseboundaryto; 

B21 0.40 - 0.55 Yellow or yellow-brown or yellow-grey (10YR 5/56 or 6/46 or 2 J Y  6/46); 
Common to many tine taint to diatinct red or grey mottles; Light clay; Moderate to strong 
2-5 mm subangular biocky; Dry, h n  to very ~, Very few < 2-6 nun femginous or 
fmo-manganifemus or mmganifemua nodules occasionally present; Field pH 5.5 to 65;  
Cku or d i f f i  bcwdary to, 

B22 0.55 - 1.10 G~ey or yellow-brown or yellow or yellow-grey (IOYR 5/24 or 6/56 or 2.5Y 
6/31; Conrmon to mcmy tine to distinct to prominent red or grey mottles; Light 
clay to medium clay; Modente to m n g  2-10 mm sub-angular blocb  to polyhedlal; 
Moderately moist finn to very brm; Very few to common < 2-6 mm fenugiDous or ferro- 
mngauiferous or ampniferws noduks occasionally pnaent; Field pH 6.0; 

Limit of augering 



APPENDIX 5 

SELECTED SOILS OF THE COASTAL PLAINS 





Nsme: h g e  (-1 

cOlrept: Modentely deep Uniform saline mottled clays formed in recent eaturine deposits 

GSC: - 
PPF: Noppmvirion 

VqewiOIC h, d 0 d y  lmogroVCd Or 

hscm*. Nooe 

S l u f P c e e o o r a e ~ e a k  Nooe 

Al 0 - 0.005 Yellow-brown (IOYR 514); Light medium clay; Massive? Moist, we*, Field 
pH 9.0; Sharp boundary to, 

A3/B1 0.005 - 0.15 Grey (IOYR 412); Light medium clay; Strong 2-5 mm polyhedral? Moist, 
d, WCM PH 8.0; ckr -to, 

B2l 0.15 - 0.25 Brown (1OYR 414); Medium heavy clay; Strong 2-5 mm polyhedral? Moist, 
firm; Field pH 6.0; Clear bouhry to, 

B22 0.25 - 0.35 Brown (7SYR 416); Medium clay; Strong 2-5 mm polyhedral? Moist, firm; 
Fifd pH 6.0; Abmpt bowday to; 

B3 0 3 5  - 0.45 Yellow (2.5Y 716); Many tine prominent grey d t s ;  Medium clay; Weak 
2-5 mm k n t i c k ,  Moist, firm; Fsld pH 5.0; Abrupt boundary to, 

C? 0.45 - 0.60 Grey (1OYR 511); Clay; Wet, Fild pH 7.0. 

Limit of augering 



cO=w Very deep Unifonn fqucntly cracking saline gvzy clays formed on marine plai i  

Aufl: Sodic-Acidic, Sods or W c  Pedal 
or M e  Grey or Aquic 
Veaolrol 

csc: Greyclay 

PPF: UgS.24, Ug5.5, UgS.29, UA5.41, 
UA5.42 

Lamifom: - b e 1  to g d y  undulating 
on beach ridge or chenicr p l a h  

Gedogy: Quatmury colstal alluvium (Qac) 

Vegehih: Tucrsockgraa6landa 

Normal gilgai; veaical interval 
0.243111; horizontal interval 
8-10 m 

Surface c o d t h  Hardsetting, and frequently 
cracking 

&ufkeco~rsefmgmenti% None 

Al 0 - 0.04 Dark or grey (10YR 3-411 or 2.5Y 411); Few to many fine distinct to prominent 
o w e  mottles; Light clay to light medium clay; Moderate 2-5 mm sub-angular blocky, 
occrsionally massive; Dry, firm to strong; Field pH 4.0 to 6.0; Sharp or clear boundary 
to, 

B1 0.04 - 0.15 Dark or grey (lOYR 3-411 or SM); Common fine & i t  orange or red 
d a ;  Light clay to light medium clay; Moderate to strong 2-5 mm sub-angular or 
angular blocky; Dqy to moderately moist, very firm to very strong; Field pH 5.0 to 6.0; 
Clear or gmdual boundary to; 

B21 0.15 - 0 3 0  Grey (IOYR 411-2 or 511 or 25Y 311); Common to many fine to medium 
d i i t  to promine~s orange or red d e n ;  Medium clay to medium heavy clay; Strong 
2-10 nmr mb-angh or angular blocky; Dry to moderately moist, vcry firm to -0%; 
FIcM pH 5.0 to 6.0; Clear or dillbe boundary to, 

B22 0 3 0  - 0.70 Grey (IOYR 4-511-2 or 2.5Y 411-2); Few to many fine to medium & i t  to 
P tomioMt red mottles; Medium heavy clay to heavy clay; Moderate to strong 2-5 mm sub- 
angular blocky, angular blocky or lenticular, Moderately moiat, very strong to moist, fum, 
Few 2-6 mm mnngauiferoul nodules occasionally present; Field pH 5.0 to 8.5; Clear or 
s r a d u a l ~ r y t o ;  

0.70 - 1.10 Grey or yellow (IOYR 511 or 616); Common fine p&nt yellow mottles; 
Medium heavy clay; Strong 2-5 mm lenticular or +Lu blocky; Moderately moist, W, 
Weld pH 6.0 to 9.5; Clear to, 

B24m2 1.10 - 1.30 Grey (IOYR 5-611); Common fine prominent yellow d e s ;  Sandy light clay 
to medium clay; M&c to 2-5 mm lenticular, Moderately momoIst to wet, weak, field 
pH 6 5  to 8.0; Clear boundary to; 

B33 1.30 - 1.60 Grey (IOYR 511); Light medium clay; Wet, weaL; Field pH 8.5; 

Limit of auger@ 



Name Nauau (Ns) 

cl=m Moderately deep vline Duplex grey roilr urociatcd with rrltpam on marine p la i i  

h& Sodic Mottled Hyperaalic 
H y d d  

Veeetabion: Jaw open woodkndr and tall 
rhrublandr dominated by 
Me&L?uca rpp. 

MiuordM None 

0.02 O.@ Al 0 - 0.02 Grey (IOYR 5/2 or 611); Few fiac d i i t  orange d e s ;  Light fine sandy clay 

0.05 loam to d y  clay loam; Massive; Dry, very M, Field pH 5.8; Abrupt boundary to, 

A& 0.M - 0.10 Conspicuously bleached - grey (10YR or 2.5Y 611); Few &IC distinct orange 
d m ;  Light fine randy clay loun; Massive; Dry, very firm, Field pH 5.5; Abrupt or 

020 gradual h=w to; 
A3/Bl 0.10 - 0 3 0  Grey (10YR 612); Many fine distinct yellow mottles; Fme sandy clay loam to 

d y  light clay; Massive; Dry, very fitln to strong; Field pH 4.5 to 5.0; Clear boundary 
to; 

B2 0 3 0  - 0.90 Gtcy (10YR 4-511 or 2 J Y  511); Many h e  prominent red mottles; Light 
0.4 mdium clay to medium heavy clay; Modcrate 2-5 mm lenticular atmctun or strong 10-20 

mm angular blocky; Moderately moist, very 6nn to strong; Field pH 4.5 to 5.0 

Limit of augering 



PPP: No provirion 

vegemha 

M c m e .  Nonc 

Splfoceeolrditioa: Soft 

A0 0 - 0.05 Leaf l i i  (layma); Dark (7.5YR u2); Wet, w&, Field pH 6.0; Clear 
Q05 0.05 bouOd.ryt0; 

Al 0.05 - 030  Dark (10YR 311); Sandy loam, Wet, very w d ,  Field pH 6.0. 

Limit of augering 



APPENDIX 6 

SELECTED SOILS OF THE ALLUVIAL PLAINS 



- (Ab) 

Q-W Very deep Ondrtionrl or owasionally Duplex d i c  mottled grey aoL formed on alluvial plaiins 

Aurf: Ferric or Sodic Sodomlic or 
Demosotic Redoxic Hydrosol 

PPF: (3113.91, Dy3.43, Gn3.06, 
Gn3.93, G&.% 

Laadform: Level to gedy  &ting alluvial 
- plain8 

vegetatb: M. virid$om low open woodlands 
and woodlads 

Al 0 - 0.05 Dark or grey (10YR 3-611-2); Few fine distinct omnge mottles occasionally 
present; Loamy fine sand to silty loam to clay loam; Massive; Dry to moderately moist, 
w d  to firm; Field pH 6.0 to 6 5; Abrupt or clear boundary to, 

M(e) 0.05 - 0.15 Occasionally conspicuously bleached - grey (7.5YR or lOYR or 2.5Y 512 or 
611); Few to common fine & i t  orange mottles; Loamy fine sand to fine sandy clay 
loam; Massive; Dry to moderately moist, weak to firm, Field pH 5.5 to 6.0; Clear 
L-mlNw to; 

A3 0.15 - 030  Grey or yellow-brown or yellow (IOYR 5/2 or 611-5); Common to many fine 
faint or d i i t  yellow or omngc d e s ;  Sandy clay loam to silty clay loam; Massive; 
Dry to moderately moist, w d  to h, Many 2-6 mm ferro-manganifems nodules 
owanionally preacnt; field pH 5.5 to 63; Clear bound4y to, 

B1 030  - 0.40 Grey or yellow or occasionally yellow-brow (10YR 5-612 or 515 or 614); 
Common to many 6nc faint to d i i t  or prominent orange or red monles; F i  sandy clay 
loam to light clay; Massive to weak < 2 mm sub-angular blocky; Dry to modemtcly 
moist, 6nn to stmng; Few to common 2-6 mm femginous nodules occasionally p w t ;  
Fild pH 6.0 to 6.5; Clear boundary to; 

B21 0.40 - 0.60 Grey or pale or yellow (IOYR or 2.5Y 611-2 or lOYR 5-615); Common to 
many tiac to medium d i i t  or prominent yellow, omnge or red moales; Light clay fine 
sandy to d i u m  clay; Mdive  to strong < 2-10 mm angular or sub-angular blocky; Dry 
to moderately di firm to strong; Common to many 2-6 mm fenuginws nodules 
d o n a l l y  prurnt; Field pH 6.0 to 7.0; Clear or gradual boundary to; 

B22 0.60 - 0.90 Grey or pale or occasionally yellow-brown (N 610 or lOYR or 2.5Y 711 or 
lOYR 514); Common to many medium prominent yellow, orange or red mottles; Medium 
clay to heavy clay; MarSive to ~ ~ n g  < 2-10 mm angular or aub-aogular blocky; Dry 
very rtrong to moderately moist, firm; Very few 2-6 mm msqganiferous soft segregations 
or fenuginoua nodules occasionally present; Field pH 6.0 to 8.0; Clear or gradual 
-to; 



l323 0.90 - 1.10 t h y  or pJe (N 5-610 or 2.5Y 711); M a y  medium f i t  or prominent 
orange mottkr; Slody mrdium clay to huvy clay; Strong < 2-10 mm an&r blocky or 
2-5 mm a b a n p h r  blocb; Modentely moist, finn to very firmy Very few 2-6 mm 
fmugimw nodules occuiotully prtstnt; Field pH 8.0 to 10.0; Gmdual or diffuse 
bouodur to; 

BU 1.10 - 1.20 m y  or ydlow (25Y 611 or 5/2 or 615); Many medium & i t  or prominent 
y e h  moltla; Corne d y  light clay to medium huvy clay; Few 24 mm sub-mg&r 
quMz d d y  preracrt; Murive or mng < 2-5 mm angular blocky; Moderately 
moiq firm to v c y  finm; V y  fear 2-6 mm ferrugimw nodultll or common 2-6 mm ~ o t t  
~ f e r u u  mgregatkxw F i  pH 85 to 10.0; Di- boundq to; 

BZS 1.20 - 150 Y e b  (IOYR 515); Medium clay d y ;  Moderate 2-5 mm angular b l a b ;  
Modsntely moist, firm, Wckl pH 10.0; 

Limit of augeMg 

Vluioets: Acid vat& (AbAv): Field pH 5 5  at Al, g n d i i  to 3.5 in B23. Number of &es 1 

Numberofsaos: 43 



Name: K0-y 0 

Coacept: Very deep Uniform or occasionally Gradational mauive surfaced or cracking grey clays formed on alluvial piaim 

Aurt: Sodic or veltic Dcmoaolic 
Oxyaquic H y d e ,  M d c d  or 
~~ihypenodic or E n d o h ~ 1 c  
or Sodic-Acidic Murive Grey or 

CSG: Grey Clay/No ruitable group 

PPF: UUf15.33, UUf1551, Ug5.24, Gn3.91, 
Gn3.92 

L a d o w :  Draiaage d e p d o ~  to plains on 
allwi.1 plaios 

VqeWitra E. chlotvphyUa, E. mictvtheca or 
E. acrdcuca woodlads and open 
woodlads 

Mimndkf: Normal gilgai occasionally 
p w n t ;  vertical interval 0.30 m; 
horizontal interval 4% m 

Serface eooditim: Hardsetting, fkquently cracking 

0 - 0.10 Grey or yellow-brown (10YR 411-2 or 511-3); Few to many fine distinct orange 
molUeq Silty clay loam ~ & t - ~ i w m - c i ~ y ~ ~ ~ ; f r i d d - p K - - - - -  - - 
6.0 to 6.5; Abmpt or gradual boundary to; 

0.10 - 0.20 Grey or brown (IOYR 4/13 or 512); Few to many Gne distinct orange to 
brown mottles; S i  light medium clay to medium clay; Mwive to moderate 2-5 mm aub- 
@r to aagular blocky; Dry to moderately momobt, firm to very Fum; Field pH 6.0 to 
6.5; Ckar or gradual boundary to; 

0.20 - 0.45 Grey or olive-brown or brown or dark (10YR or 2.5Y 4f2-3 or lOYR 312-3); 
Few to common fine distinct orange mottles; S i  medium clay to medium clay; Moderate 
to atrosg 2-5 mm to rub-angular blocky; Moderately moist, finn to very &, 
F ~ l d  pH 6.0 to 7.0; Gradual boundary to, 

0.45 - 0.85 Grey or olive-bmwn or brown (IOYR or 2.5Y 4f2-3); Few to common fine 
distiact orange d e p ;  Medium clay silty to medium heavy clay; Strong 2-5 mm angular 
blocky to lenticulu, Moderately moist, finn to very firm, Very few to fear 2-6 mm 
mmpnSemw nodula may be preseas; Field pH 4.5 to 7.0; Gradual or diffuse boundary 
to; 

0.85 - 1.00 Grey (lOYR, 2.5Y or 5Y 411); Common fine d i i t  orange or brown 
d m ;  Med'ium clay aihy to mdium heavy clay; Moderate 5-10 mm angular blocky to 
2-5 mm lenticular, Modemteiy moist, very firm; Very few to few 2-6 mm mangastiferns 
mdulu; Field pH 7.0 to 10.0; Gradual bouadary to, 

B24 1.00 - 1.35 Grey (2.5Y 412); Heavy clay; Smug 5-10 mm lenticular, Moderately moist, 
very firm; Few 2-6 mm manganiferwa nodules; Field pH 10.0; Gradual boundary to; 

I I 
1.35 - 1 5 0  Grey (IOYR 412); Few fine distinct yellow d e s ;  Medium heavy clay; 
Sttong 2-5 mm lenticular, Moderately moist, very firm, Field pH 10.0; 

Limit of augcring 



APPENDIX 7 

SELECTED SOILS OF THE EDWARD RIVER LANDSCAPE 



Aurk Sodic or Bleached-Manganic 
Sodomtic Redoxic or Oxyaquic 
Hydrosol 

GSG: Solodic Soil, W d i  Solon& 

LMdfora: - m g e  dep& in gently &* plains to undulating 

Codog)l: Tertiary and Q U ~ ~ I W Y  C~Uuvial 
f l d t l  rn) 

0 - 0.03 Dark or gny  (10YR 2-411); Few fine distinct orange mottles occasionally 
prraent; Loamy Mod to h e  randy loam; Massive; Dry, weak to fum; Field pH 
5.0 to 6.0; Sbarp or clear boundary to, 

AZe 0.03 - 0.25 Conspicuously bleached - grey or brown or &-brown (10YR 5-611-2 
or 7.5YR 613 or 5YR 4514); Few fine distinct orange mottles occassionally 
prraent; Sand to fine sandy loam; Massive; Dry, very weak to very firm; Field 
pH 6.0 to 7.0; Sharp or clcar boundq  to; 

B1 (occariody prurent) 0.25 - 0 5 5  Grey or yellow (IOYR 4-511-2 or 2.5Y 515); 
Few to common fine to medium diatinct to prominent yellow to grey monlea; 
'Sandy light clay to light clay sandy; Sttong 10-100 mm columnar to prismatic; 
Dry to moderately moist, vuy btm to very rrtroilg; Field pH 7.0 to 8.5; Abnrpt 
bounday to; 

B2 0.25 - 0.90 Grey (IOYR 4611-2); Fear to m y  fine to mcdium & i t  yellow to 
brown moltlea; Light clay aandy to medium heavy clay; Strong 5-100 mm angular 
blocLy to pri-tic to columnar, Moderately moist, btm to very strong; Few to 
many 2-20 mm mangaaiferoua nodules occasionally present; Field pH 7.0 to 9.5. 



w: Deep bleached Gradational yellow massive mils formd on residual sanda 

AWk Bbcbed0rBkach.d-MoOkd or 
Bleached-Femc Merotrophic 
K.ndord 

GSG: Yellow Euth 

PPF: Gn2.74, Gn2.34, Gn2.35, 
Oa2.64, Gn2.75 

J~dform: - Gently undulating plains to 
undul.ringh 

Cedogy: T&ry and Quatemay cdlwial 
s.d, rn) 

Al 0 - 0.05 Dark or grey (10YR 2411-2); Sand to sandy loam; Very few to few 2-6 
mm mbaquhr to sub-rounded quartz coarse fragments occasionally present; Smgle 
grain to massive; Dry, very weak to firm; Field pH 6.0 to 7.0; Abrupt or clear 
boundalYt0; 

A2e 0.05 - 0.35 Conspicuously bleached - grey or yellow-brown or brown (IOYR or 
2.5Y 4-6/24); Sand to loamy d, Very few to few 2-6 mm sub-angular to sub- 
d e d  quala coarse fragments occasionally present, Massive; Dry, weak to fm; 
Field pH 6.0 to 7.0; Clear or gradual boundary to; 

A3 0 3 5  - 0.45 Yellow-brown or yellow-grey or yellow (IOYR 5-6/46 or 2.5Y 6/34); 
Few to common fb faint to distinct yellow d e s  occasionally present, Loamy 
und to light urdy clay loam; Few 2-6 mm aubaogular to sub-rounded qua- 
coarse frsgnxab occasionally pnecnt; Massive; Dry to moderately moist, wenk to 
very firm; Very fear to conmron 2-6 mm femginous or ferro-manganifetous or 
manganifemm nodub occrsionally present; Field pH 6.0 to 6.5; Clear or diffuse 
bounday to; 

B1 0.45 - 0.70 Yellow-bnrwn or yellow-gny or yellow (10YR 5 4 / 5 4  or 2.5Y 6/44 
or 7JYR 515-6); Few to many tine fa i i  to prominent yellow to red moales 
occasionally prerent; Sandy loam to sandy clay loam; Very few to common 2-6 mm 
mbaquhr to a b m d c d  quartz coarse hgmnts occasionally present; Massive; 
Dry to modenttly moiat, weak to very Eum, Very few to common 2-6 mm 
fernginom or femmangadferous or manganiferws nodules occasionally prestnt; 
Fsld pH 5.5 to 6.5; GicldualordiffUsebourdaryto, 

BZ1 0.70 - 0.90 Yellow or pale-yellow (10YR 615-7 or 2 J Y  5-6/56 or lOYR or 2.5Y 
7/44); Few to many fine friot to promineat arangc to nd d e s ;  Sandy clay loam 
to nndy light clay; Very few to corauxm2-6 mm subangular to sub-rounded quartz 
came hgmatr occasionally prrsent; Massive; Dry to moderately moist, weak to 
very firm; Very few to abundant 2-20 mm femginou8 or ferro-manganiferous or 
nunganificmm d u l a  occasionally present; Field pH 6.0 to 7.0; Gradual or diffuse 
bounday to; 



B22 0.90 - 1.20 Yelloar or pllbyoiloiv (10YR 5-6/54 or 2 J Y  6 /46  or 2.SY 7/34 or 7.5YR 
5/74); Pea, to m y  fkdiuinct t o ~ y e k ~ ~ t o  rsd mottler; Sandy clay loamto 
d y  light clay; Vey few to common 2-20 nrm -r to sub-rwaded quartz coane 
fngamta occdody p&nt; Murive; Moderately moist, weak to very firm, Very few to 
abundant 2-20 mm fermgiowr or f-nungadfennu or manganiferous nodules 
occuiodly prclent; field pH 6.0 to 7.0. 

Number OfsitPe. 65 



w Deep bleached Duplex soils on f d o p e s  and drainage depressions in residual sands 

Sodic Sodosolic Redoxic 
Hydrosol; Bleached-Ferric 
Chrom~g~tic Redoxic Hydrosol 

Lmdfow: Footslopes on gently undulating 
- plains or undulatingrises 

Cedogv: Teaiary and Quatemwy collwial 
CrQs) 

V- M. v i ~ ~ o r o  low open woodlaads 
and woodlands 

M i v o m  None 

Serfaceeoarsefralpnents: None 

A l l  0 - 0.04 Dark or grey (7.5YR 311 or lOYR 311-2 or 411); Sand to loamy sand; 
0.N 

0.07 Single grain to massive; Dry to moderately moist, very weak to weak Field pH 
5.0 to 6.0; Clear boundary to, 

A1 2 
--- --. - i 
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Al2 0.04 - 0.25 Orey or grey-brown (10YR 411 or 7.5YR 4-511); Sand to loamy sand; 

0;25 
Massive; Dry, very weak to weak, Field pH 6.0; Gradual boundary to; 

A2e 0.25 - 0.80 Conspicuously bleached - grey-brown or pale (7.5YR 611-2 or 713 or 
lOYR 6-711 or 712); Saad, Single grain to massive; Moderately moist to moist, 
very weak to weak, Field pH 6.0; Gradual boundary to; 

B2 0.80 - 1.15 Pale or grey or yellow-brown (IOYR or 7.5YR 7/1 or lOYR 611-3); 
Common to many fine prominent yellow to red mottles; Light clay to medium clay; 
Moderate < 2 to 10 mm lenticular or sub-angular, Moist, firm to very w, Few 
to common rrmaganiferws or fenugkms 26 mm nodules occasionally present; 
Eeld pH 5.0 to 6.0. 

Limit of auger& 



Nsme: Kimb. (=I 

c0=# Very deep Gradational red d e  mas f o d  on nridual .aadr 

PPF: GnZ.14, GnZ.15 

Landfow: Gently undulating plains to 
u n d u l r t i n g ~  

GWwY: Tertiary and Quakmuy colluvial 
lmda rn) 

Vegewion: El re* woodhala and tall 
wocdlad 

Miuodiek None 

W~lcecoPdition: Looac to firm, occamody 

Soil Mpiim:  

N 0 - 0.05 Dark or grey or grey-brown or brown or red-brown (IOYR 3-411-2 or 
7SYR or 5YR 34/24); Loamy sand to sandy loam; Single grain to massive; 
Dry, very wcak to finn; F d d  pH 5.5 to 7.0; Abrupt or clear boundary to; 

A2 0.05 - 0.20 Grey or brawn or red-brown (IOYR 4-512 or 7.5YR or 5YR 4/34); 
Loamy sand to sandy loam; Single grain to massive; Dry, very wcak to weak, 
Field pH 5.5 to 7.0; Clear or gradual boundary to; 

0.30 
A3 0.20 - 0.45 Brown or red-brown or red (7.5YR 3-4/34 or 5YR 4/34 or 2.5YR 3- 

4/46); Loamy sand to tight sandy clay k, Massive; Dry to moderately moist, 
weak to firm, Field pH 5.5 to 7.0; Gradual or diffuse boundary to, 

B1 0.45 - 0.70 Red-brown or red (5YR 4/46 or 2.5YR 3/36 or 416); Sandy loam to 
d y  clay loam, Mamke; Dry to moderately moist, weak to firm; Field pH 6.0 

0.60 to 7.0; Gradual or diffuse boundary to; 

B21 0.70 - 0.90 Red (2.5YR 3/46 or 10R 314 or 416); Light sandy clay loam to clay 
loam sandy; Few 2-6 mm angular to sub-angular quartz occasionally p w n t ;  

0.m Massive; Dry to moderately moist, weak to very ti=, Field pH 6.0 to 7.0; Diffuse 
bouadaryto; 

B22 0.70 - 1.50 Red (2SYR 316 or 418 or 10R 3-46); Sandy clay loam to clay loam 
d y ;  Massive; Moderately moist, weak to very W, Field pH 6.0 to 7.0. 

1.w 

Iimit of augering 

P b w  Rocky ph.sc (KbRp): Few to many sub-rounded quartz throughout. Number of s i t s  1 
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ATTACHMENT 1 

COMMENTS OF REVIEWERS 

The following attachment incorporates responses from community and other groups 

associated with the CYPLUS process in regards to this project. These comments were 

circulated to the author (where possible) to assist in the revision of the draft report. 

- - 
From these responses, issues of fact were amended within the final report. Sections of the 

following comments also portray the views of the respondent and their 'constituency' (if 

available) in regards to the information presented by the report. 

The Cape York Peninsula Land Use Strategy recognises that various and contrasting 

opinions exist within the wider community. The inclusion of these responses made in 

relation towards the information within this report, indicates that the CYPLUS process has 

been, and continues to be, inclusive of all points of view presented by the community. 



CAMEC-CAIRNS-Q FQX 676533779 

b Mr J. Lane 
$and Use Progrem Manager 
CYPLUS . 

P.O. 00% 7440 
Cairns Qld 4870 

c e f n  6 o 

p o  b o x  323 

n o r t h  c a i r n s  I 
I 
I 

q l d  4 8 7 0  
I 

comtnos  h o u s e  I 

27-29 t r e e n ~ i o p e ~  II I 

I 
~ C Z : O ~ O  321  746 i 
fax;070 533 779 I 

2 February 1995 amri~.paga,ws:c~c I 
I 

Dear John, I 

1 Comments on Land Dearadation R e ~ o r t s  

For the purposes of these comments we have referred to three 
I 

papers : , 

L (1, Potantlal Soil Loss by Water Erosion Pqin, East h Wilford. 
I i2) salinity Hazard, cape YO* Peninsula , 

(3) Exi st1 ng and Potential Erosion Hazard Y ork Peninsula, 
Blggs. 

i 

I1 1 Potential Soil Loss bu Water Frosioptq .&-a 

The maln conclusions we d r ~ !  

L * the rnslntenance of the j 
Peninsula 1s crucial in & o ~ ~ s c c e l e m t e ~  water erosion 
* overgmzing. psrti culg;] ... 
erosion hazsrd 

low erodi bi l i  t g  when undisturbed 
urbed through inappropriate 

We have a num 

* the fourth ano 
the heathlands 



CFIFNEC-CFIIM-Q FAX 078535779 

We believe this report-pl.oces too much store 00 tho 'abll 1 t y  of lmd 
managers to aLold erosion problems on inherently emdablo soils. 
Lend mmsgers throughout Austral is's past two hundred year history. 
have I0lleddismally in this task. 

. , 

The repor$largel y concentmtet on two areas : the 80uth mBt and 
swth west. 'It fs'difficul t to recomile the remalndw of the Cape ' 

1. 

with the Pain, East and Wtlfcrd report and in pertlculw the maps 
d c o m p e n ~ i n ~  each report. 

Page 10: The map prpvidsd wtth the report i cape Y o r k  ~ e i n s u l s '  
Emgiion ) i s  not.corisistent with the statement !n the second 
pemgriph which says : ' Thf$ tgpe of dlsturbence Is in fact not 
mstricitsd. to the three rl uers mentioned above but c8n be f on 
most river8 and creeks'on thc! Peninsulcr. .I 

, 

page 16 : the lest sentence in parsgraph one t s . Y ~ ~ ~ o ~ t i m ~ r t t c ,  
~qutree  s deftnltian., of '.slgnlficant " and probably 1s em ~ptnjoh witti 
no sc'ientific basis to support t t- 

. - . The majority .of Cepe Yortc Peninsula hes not been dtscus&d In the 
report. It seems t o  us that areas north of Coen have been 

. inadequately 'dealt with. . . .  

CAFNEC and 0th8i cammuni ty. groups are obviously not soil scientists, 
however, it seem8 to  us that this report needs some peer review . 

becauscj of the Inadequacies mentioned above. . . 

Sa-rd Cane'York Peninsula. A. BIqg&' . 

We do not feel qualified to comment on the technics1 aspacts of tk;e 
report, however. it t s  claar that in order to avold sacondsry 
sallnisatlon over large parts.of Cape York Peninsula land . . use plaening 

: must .tdke the.pr%cautlonar!.J principle seriously. . 

" We have to  comment on the second paragraph of the bonclusian.: What 
1s the dev~lopwmnt referred to ? and hmv is  this reconctled w%th the 
nest statement tt fs having ' two bob each wag. " 



ATTACHMENT 2 

TERMS OF REF'ERENCE 



Land Degradation and Soil Erosion project 

Tasks to be undertaken by the Australian Geological Survey Organisation (AGSO) 

1 Assess and map water erosion hazard in Cape York Peninsula (or the potential for 
erosion) using the USLE model and regolith-landform map polygons and propose 
report identifying water erosion hazard levels. 

2. Produce draft erosion hazard maps. 

3. In conjunction with QDPI- Natural Resources Analysis Program Report No. 2 
(NR02), present findings to LandINature Working Groups, check and produce final 
soil erosion and salinity hazard maps, and produce final report of erosion hazard, 
salinity hazards and other forms of land degradation. 

Tasks to be undertaken by the Queensland Department of Primary Industries (QDPI) 

1. Erosion Hazard Assessment 
- - 

Collaborate with AGSO to reconcile their assessment for 2 sheet areas with QDPI 
assessment as a basis for extrapolation to the whole study area. 

2. Degradation Status Assessment 

Interrogate final NR02 database to identify polygons assessed as showing evidence of 
degradation. Produce GIs layer and maps showing existing degradation as assessed 
by NR02. 

3. Salinity Hazard Assessment 

Extend current data set from EM assessment by meshing soil attribute, 
elevationldrainage and geological coverage's. Draft soil salinity hazard maps. 

4. Present findings to the Land and Nature Working Groups, check and produce final 
salinity hazard maps, and prepare final report. 
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